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OPINION
Columnist Jud Laipply invites
readers to wake up from their
illusions.

Weather Today:
partly cloudy
High 58. Low 30

CITY

Minister faces
expulsion from
church after
performing gay
marriage.

VolleyPall player Kris
Pesorda has proven
many doubters
wrong en route to a
stellar career.
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Explore
Chinese
culture

Academic
Affairs
proposes
free time

Picasso

Talk allows
professors to
share nevus
By CRAIG GIFFORD
The BG News
The country of China has
been visited a number of times
by people from the United
States. Tomorrow, three faculty
members and one non-faculty
member will share their experiences from their visits to China.
This
discussion,
called
"China in the Eyes of Americans," will take place from 1:30
until 3 p.m., at the campus
room, in the Union.
The four people scheduled to
share their experiences are
Adclia Peters, professor of
emeritus; Anne Saviers, assistant of international programs;
Bill Coggin, professor of English and his wife Betty Coggin,
self-employed attorney.
According to Bei Cai, president of the Chinese Student
and Scholar Association, the
main topics of the discussion
will include the Chinese culture, women's issues, Tibet and
the changes in China.
Saviers and the Coggins will
talk about the culture of China
and their experiences in China,
while Peters will focus on Tibet.
"I've lived in China, traveled
to China, and taught in China
and I love it," Coggin said. "1
think it's a wonderful country
and I love talking about it."
His wife, Betty, had similar
thoughts.
"I had a very good experience
in China," she said. "It is important for the people in the U.S.
to be more aware of China,
especially college students and
I guess I have a mission to raise
the awareness of a country
that's really rising as a power."
The purpose of this discussion is "to talk about China,
and in doing so, increase the
cultural understandings as to
what China is like today," Cai
said.
All four speakers have visited China and taught in the
country for months at a time.
"Hopefully others will go
there and see it for themselves
rather than just seeing it
through our eyes," Mrs. Coggins said.

By JEFF ARNETT
The BG Neu i
A proposal for periods of
"community time" during the
week has been released for the
public by the Committee on
Academic Affairs (C'AAl.
The purpose of community
time, committee chair Neocles
Leontis said, is to allow for
periods during the week when
no one has conflicting classes.
Leontis said that during the
open periods faculty could
meet, students could hold
teach-ins or have meetings and
the president or the deans
could hold campus ..,• collegewide nicotines without worry of

conflictinf classes

The deal is sealed when the seller accepts
the buyer's bid.
Pricelinc's new partners had previously
been reluctant to sell tickets there, particularly American, which was afraid to compete with Travelocity.com, the travel Web
site controlled by American's parent. AMR
Corp. All three airlines also sell tickets at
their own Web sites.
But results apparently persuaded the
three airlines. Priceline said its weekly
sales of airline tickets have increased to
more than 50,000 a week, up 1,000 percent

Anouier tacet of community time, as its name
implies, is to build community.
Leontis -aid an experience he
had in a foreign land inspired
him to suggest the concept.
"I'd been on sabbatical and
I'd been in a country where
they had a two-hour lunch
break." Leontis said He said he
found that he was more productive and that he communicated
better with the longer break. A
similar break could help com
munication at the University,
he said.
The CAA released the proposal early this week. It would
modify the University's current
time grid, which contains four
30-minute periods of time during the week that are not officially used for classes, to contain two 90-minute periods, onion Tuesday and one on Thursday. Classes at the 100 level
will be exempted, due to the
sections needed lor them
The entire proposal is contained on the Community Time
web
page
at
http://folios.bgsu.edu/commtime/. The site was started this
week, according to
Leontis,
and is intended to allow many
people see and discuss the proposal. Included in the site are
the current and proposed time
grid and a discussion area
where people can post comments and questions about the
proposal.
Because of the broad nature
of the proposal, feedback is
desired from people all around

• See AIRLINES, page six.

• See TIME, page six.

Photo Provided
Prints by Pablo Picasso from the Norton Simon Museum are now are display at the Toledo Museum of Art. The print shown is
titled Still Life with Glass Under the Lamp. See NOW section for story.

Airlines sell online
By DAVE CARPENTER
AP Business Writer
CHICAGO — United. American and US
Airways have gotten on board with Priceline.com, the nnmo-your-own-price Internet ticket service.
That means that nearly all major U.S.
airlines now sell seats through Priceline.
The move also doubles the number of seats
Priceline can sell
The agreement announced Wednesday
gives travelers more reason to buy tickets
online and provides airlines with a proven
way to peddle unsold seats at the last
minute.

It also deals another blow to travel
agents, who are seeing their airline commissions cut and getting stiff competition
from travel Web sites. Most airlines now
sell tickets on their own sites, and last
week United, Delta, Continental and
Northwest announced plans for a joint site.
Pricelinc's three new airlines — Numbers 1, 2 and 6 in the country —join Delta,
Continental. Northwest. TWA and America
West on Priceline. Among major airlines.
Southwest is still not participating.
At Priceline.com, buyers can choose
their own price for hotel rooms, cars, home
mortgages, equity loans, even groceries.

Cold weather encourages
winter safety precautions
By STEFANIE SIZEMORE
The BG News
Last week the Ohio Committee for Severe Weather Awareness began its winter safety
campaign with Winter Safety
Awareness Week.
Eric Larson, the emergency
management agency director
and the emergency medical services coordinator for Wood
County, said that the committee for severe weather awareness issued a general winter
safety information packet to
he'D educate the public about
how to be prepared for winter.
"We issued this packet and
held winter safety awareness
week to give people the basic
knowledge of what to do in certain situations that happen
during the winter," Larson
said.
The packet gives advice concerning all aspects of winter
and safety.
The following is a list of forecast and, warning terms that
are issued by the National
Weather Service during winter

7

SPORTS

Ohio's pet protection laws are
rated worst in country.

months.
• Winter Storm Outlook:
Issued prior to an official Winter Storm Watch issuance. The
outlook is given when forecasters believe winter storm conditions are possible. Usually
issued 48-60 hours in advance
to a winter storm.
• Winter Storm Watch:
Alerts the public to favorable
conditions for a blizzard, heavy
snow, freezing rain or heavy
sleet. Usually issued 12 to 36
hours before the beginning of a
winter storm.
• Winter Storm Warning:
Issued when a combination of
heavy snow, heavy freezing
rain or heavy sleet is expected
to occur. Usually issued six to
24 hours before the event is
expected to begin.
The winter safety packet
gives some helpful ideas on how
to prepare your home for the
winter.
• Every home should have a
severe weather safety kit
including
battery-operated
radio, flashlight, matches.

extra batteries, bottled water
and juices.
• Before winter clean out
your gutters because snow and
ice can build up quickly and
leaves will clog the gutters
when they need to drain.
• Make sure auxiliary
heaters and fireplaces are adequately maintained and serviced.
The Ohio Committee for
Severe Weather Awareness also
suggests that people
think
about a few things before traveling during the winter
months.
• Prepare a winter emergency kit to keep in your trunk
and include the following: At
least two blankets, waterproof
matches and candles, extra
clothing, food, rope, shovel,
flashlight, batteries, spare
change and jumper cables.
• Consider snow tires or
chains as your travel dictates.
• Get a tune up and check
your entire car before the win• See SAFETY, page six.

Splish, splash, pulling in cash

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
The BGSU Men's Chorus is participating in a Hot Tub-a-Thon to raise money for a tour
over Spring Break. The chorus, made up of 114 men, will perform in states from Ohio
to New York, singing and promoting the University. They plan to raise $10,000 for the
tour and the fund raiser will last until 3 p.m. Friday. Above, Aaron Harewood, junior
technology major, is just one of the men that is tubbing it up in the Union Oval, in sake
of the chorus.
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OPINION
How to live in world of illusions
The world is an illusion. We
live in a paradoxical society.
What we believe to be true is in
fact false. We are blinded by
our own ignorance, routine and
normality. Everywhere you look
- nothing but illusions.
Men are struck with the illusions that muscles equal
strength, that the ability to
look big and lift a lot of weight
equals toughness and strength.
We see it everyday: men comparing how much they can lift,
how defined their muscles are,
and how large their biceps measure. Women do it, too.
Many people are under the
illusion that this means to be
strong when, in fact, some of
the strongest people cannot
even lift a finger. Those individuals who struggle everyday to
gasp a single breath. Look into
the eyes of a person facing
death, dealing with their pain,
and still managing a smile; tell
me about their strength. There
are thousands of people who
face adversity with a ^in on
their face and have the
strength to carry on.
What would you do? If you
were faced with a life-threatening disease, would you have the
courage to fight? Many people
feel that courage is the absence

of fear — it is not. Courage is
the mastery of fear. Strength
has nothing to do with muscle,
that is an illusion.
Women are faced with an
illusion about their physical
manifestation as well: the illusion that beauty is an exterior
facet. Blame it on society, or at
whomever you wish to point the
finger at, but the fact remains
the same; women are under the
illusion that they must have a
specific outer appearance to be
beautiful. True radiance is
beyond the skin. It lies behind
the eyes and deep in the soul:
the sparkle in an individual
who is happy with who she is.
Physical appearance is temporary. We will all transform over
time. It is the inner part of us
that makes us beautiful.
The soul of a person will be
there eternally and that is

where true beauty lies. Still,
many people fall under the illusion that looks do in fact make
us who we are. That is yet
another illusion.
Illusions are all around us.
That having "things" will make
us happier when all it does is
create a desire for more
"things." That sex and physical
contact is a substitute for love
and intimacy when, in reality,
it leaves us further away from
what strive for. That we cannot
control those around us when
in reality everyone in your life
is there by your choice.
Illusions are what we want
to see what there is really
something else there. The illusion that there are no racial
issues in the world is one that
many people choose to see
because they are afraid to
admit to imperfection. People
claim that their eyes do not see
a "white" person or a "black"
person or a "Hispanic" person
or a "homosexual." This is as
big of an illusion as there is.
How can you not see the obvious?
To ignore what these people
truly are is as bad as making a
detrimental statement. People
are under the delusion that we
should treat everyone as the

same when we are not. We are
different. A white person is
white, a black person is black,
and a Hispanic person is Hispanic. We cannot change that!
If you look at these people as
the same then you are ignoring
each of their natural heritages,
where there ancestors came
from, the struggles they had,
and the culture that made them
who they are.
Look at them for who they
are and accept their differences. Cut through the illusions
that surround diversity and
dive into the fact that you don't
understand someone, that you
are not like them and that you
have differences that make you
uneasy; admit that you have
your preconceptions and stop
hiding behind your illusion.
Stop living in an illusion.
What is there that you
choose to see that is not really
there? What illusions do you
have about your own world? To
truly live is to see past the illusions and look at what lies
beneath; then you will see life
for what it is worth.
Judson Laipply is a weekly
columnist and has his own illusions about tin' number of people who net something out of
this column. Email him with
your illusions at judson&bgnet.
bgsu.edu.
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Question: Should marriage be reserved for heterosex-*"'
couples anly?

I
Nick Flores
Sophomore
Computer Art
"No. Whatever
floats your boat."

Noah Campbell
Sophomore
. Education
*lf two people are in
love, then gender
shouldn't matter, as
long as they're Y2K
compliant."

Anna Zimmerly
Freshman
Pre-nursiag
"Marriage should
not be same-sex
because that is
just disjusting but I'm not biased
Natalie Anderson against gays/lesLeslie Metzger
Freshman
bians."
Freshman
Photography
Early Child. Ed.
"It doesn't matter
"I think' people should
to me because it
be able to do whatever
doesn't affect me."
makes them happy.
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Another fan supports
women's soccer team

After reading the opinion of
two fellow soccer fans, I decided
to express my opinion, too. I
would like to congratulate
Esadof Lasobri for taking the
initiative of expressing, what I
believe to be, the feeling of
many soccer fans. An opinion
from an outsider, who understands the sport, is always a
valid one. It is an eye opener1
As a soccer fan myself, who
doesn't miss one single game
(women's or men'sl, I am deeply
concerned with the performance showed by the women's
team this season.
A team that did not win one
game in more than a month is
definitely a team with troubles.
More than a month without
winning on your home field
tells the soccer fans all they
need to know about a team.
BGSU has some really good
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players and others whose skills
we haven't seen because they
were never given the chance to
play. I don't even know why
some of them are still on the
team if all they do is "warm the
bench." You don't win a soccer
game because of one or two
players. A soccer game is won
by all, from the players, bench
players and soccer fans that
are at the games supporting the
team. Soccer is supposed to be
fun, not a duty. The best soccer
player is the one who plays
with his/her entire heart and
soul, the one who plays for the
love of the sport!

Coach Tom Piccirillo tried
several line-ups and none of
them were efficient enough to
bring the Falcons back to the
good start they had. He has
good players, but he utilized
them in a poor way, resulting in
the poor performance of the
team. It is obvious to the eyes
of those who understand and

attend each and every game
that he has his "coach's pets"
and puts them into play no
matter what. How fair is it to
the other players? I believe that
a new coach would help. A new
coach would have a different
style and a different view of the
game; maybe that's what the
girls need.
Let's give the BGSU girls a
whole new concept for the word
"SOCCER." A concept that
reminds them of all the reasons
why they first decided to pick
soccer for a sport. A concept
which reminds them of the time
when
they were kids and
looked forward to that sweet
time of the day in which they
got together with friends and
played ball because it was fun
and enjoyable.
Fernanda Medeiros
fername@hotmail.com

The answer was "Nigger.'
The instructor asked, "In Ralph
Ellison's book, what did the
black professor, Mr. Bledsoe,
call the Invisible Man that
shocked him?"
I knew the answer. We all
knew the answer to the question. But the majority of the
class sat in dead silence, not
wanting to say the word — Nigger —- in front of them. In front
of the minorities. In front of the
African-Americans. In front of
the Blacks.
The weight of my teeth sat
firmly on my lips, because I
knew that my lips weren't as
airtight as Gladlock's blue and
yellow make green zip-lock
seals. I was scared that my
trembling lips might accidentally spill out the word Nigger.
The class tried to be invisible. I
pretended that I was ignorant.
I masked my intelligence by
thumbing through the pages of
the book, hiding While others
slumped deeper in their seats,
melting into their plastic. Others stared down, trying to camouflage themselves into the
class, and not allowing eye-contact to be the excuse for saying
the word: Nigger.
There were two AfricanAmericans in the class. Why
didn't those students say the
word, Nigger, for us? Doing us
the favor, instead of making us
think of the word, Nigger, in
our heads. As each second lingered in the five minutes, we
were all silently suffering. My

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Fdltor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
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area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave
It in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to taylob^bgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, 'Letter to the Editor".
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thoughts were interrupted as
one of the African-American
students spoke up. He said it
— Nigger — for us.
As the syllables floated in
my mind, I wondered what
would have happened if I said
the word. Nigger. Would that
make me a racist? Do I really
think of African-Americans as a
lower race9 Do I believe in the
reinstatement of Jim Crow
Laws? Do I believe that the
Klan is right? Do I believe that
African-Americans should go
back to Africa? Do I secretly
wish for the days of the minstrel and the Sambo?

No.
I'm just afraid of talking
about the truths of race,
racism, and its myths, like you
all are. I am afraid. And if you
say you aren't, you lie. You
aren't lying to me, but to yourself. We all lie. We all hide in
"Political Correctness," as if it
were just a layer of paint, a coat
to make things look better than
what they really are. We can
call people Caucasians, but still
think "Crackers." We can call
people African-Americans, but
still think "Damn Niggers." We
can call people Latino, but still
think "Lazy Spic." We can call
people Asian-American, but
still think "Stupid Gooks,"
"Chinks,"
"Charlies"
and
"Japs." We can call people
Homosexual, but first think
"Sinners," then come up with
"Butt Pirates" and "Carpet
Munchers,"
"Fags"
and
"Dykes." We can call people
Indian, and still wonder which
one: "Dotheads" or "Feathers."
Again, people would say,
"No, I don't think like this." If
you are that secure, then I commend you. I ask you to do me a
favor? For those of you who are
that secure, that enlightened, I
dare you to read this column
out loud. Read this out loud in
the Union. Are you looking

around you first? Are you casing out the place to see if it is
safe to say these things? Is
your voice a little softer than it
usually is? Are you afraid? Do
you hesitate because people
might think you are a racist, a
bigot, a person blessed with an
abundance of ignorance?
Proper nouns. Nicknames.
Inhuman Slurs. Simply put,
these are words that cover us
up like foundation, covering up
our
imperfections,
our
thoughts. How we still refer to
people as what they are. How
we still refer to people by what
they look like. We still have the
need to categorize people to a
group, instead of looking at
that person for what they are.
The other day, I looked
across the room, and saw a
Black woman. She looked
across and saw an Asian man.
But the truth was that we were
invisible to each other. Every
meaningful part of ourselves
was cloaked to each other's
eyes, until we shared words.
Not about being Black. Not
about being a Black woman.
Not about being Asian. Not
about being an Asian man. We
shared words about ourselves,
about our families, about our
fears, about our dreams, about
our tears. On that day we molted our invisible skins, and
became human.
As I close this column. I'm
sad, because only a handful of
you will see the point, the true
spectrum of colorful words I
chose to type. A large portion
will only see neutral colors and
say, "I don't understand." And a
larger half will be blind and
say, "I don't care." And another
handful won't make it past the
colors of inhuman slurs. With
your new eyes, what colors do
you see?
David Tran is a columnist for
The News. He can be reached
at tran@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
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Coke and the Evil that Cometh
Not by Jeff Ametl
You know, some things just piss me off. Consider, for
instance, the current debate over pouring rights
Where does the University get the idea that it can restrict
our choice? I have no idea. There are. of course, many reasons
to think the University may be making a bad decision in giving access to a single vendor, but to me, the main issue is
choice. Everybody with whom I have talked agrees the University can do fewer worse things than limit choice, though I
doubt they have any idea how bad the situation really is.
I discussed this very issue the other night with the guy in
the room across the hall and some of his friends. We were eating our Sundial food, all presumably provided by Gordon Food
Service, and watching some NBC sitcom. 1 had chicken cordon
bleu, while the others had quiche or various forms of pasta.
To wash down my rather dry chicken patty, I chose Sprite.
I like its crisp, refreshing lemon-lime taste, plus it has good
commercials. The guy's friends were all drinking their own
choices of beverage, each surprisingly different from mine.
The guy was treating himself to a Slice.
"You know," I said, "if the University has its way, you
wouldn't be drinking that right now "
He looked at me quizzically, and then he nodded.
"That's a shame," he said "I hope they don't switch to a single vendor for cold beverages — not counting, of course, dairy
products. I'd hate to lose the opportunity to experience the
delicate nuances in the flavor of Slice. And if they go with
Coke, we'll lose Orange Slice, too It really does taste like
mandarin oranges, you know."
One of the guy's friends also spoke up He was drinking a
7-Up, which has been recently reformulated to taste more like
Sprite
"And what am I gonna do without my Uncola'u?" he asked.
"It's bad enough that they've changed its refreshing lemonlime taste to resemble that of Sprite."
Then, to our surprise, one of the guy's friends started
laughing
"Ha ha ha," he said. "You think that you might be
oppressed? That it might happen? In the future?"
He paused and stared at us, slowly raising his can of Faygo
lemon-lime to eye-level.
"Oppression is already here," he declared. "They just
haven't gotten to you yet, my friends." And he took a resentful
slurp from his can.
"Look at them." he said, pointing to the rest of the folks in
the room. "They had to bootleg their stuff."
One person was drinking from a can (if Shasta's lemon-lime
soda. When he wasn't sipping, he jealously guarded his beverage, as if administration G-men were coining tu take it
away. Another sipped on a delicate Mcijor/Wal-Mart lemonlime soda cocktail.
"Just look at them." continued the man with the Faygo.
"What have they done to have to buy their soda pop at grocery
stores? Nothing - the University is simply too commercial.

Shasta and Faygo and I^ord-only-knows how many independent beverage companies do nothing wrong except market too
little to get distributed at a place like this. Quality or student
opinion has nothing to do with it.
"The Gestapo has already come," he continued bitterly
"You're like tornado victims who have lost their children, but
,uc desperately searching through the rubble for a couch, or a
television set ...
"And remember what a friend of mine from Miami said.
'When they came after the generic sodas, I did not care, for I
never drank generic sodas. When they came after 7-Up, I
remained silent, for I did not drink 7-Up. When they came
after Pepsi, I said nothing, because I hate Pepsi's advertising
When they came after Coke, I could do nothing, for my friends
had already lost their sodas.™
"So, what do they drink at Miami?" I asked
"Nothing but Mr. Pibb, if I remember correctly. It's a v icious
slope.".
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S- Ml

Jeopardy! K

Nwmhouf WilhJim Lehier It

lm (Movement

8:00

I

Ofi

Noon
Trombone Choir
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

1 1
"

7 Oar ye eridi-Kj
8 Getty and
w r-wood
9 Anxiety
10 Ar.empter
11 Bring back to lite
12 Pius
13 de deux
21 Smack
22 Descendan!
25 Apple centers
26 Actress Cmnia
28
we all?
30 Fictional
"vlonlague
31 Long commute
location
32 01 the sky
33 Sje
Langdoe
35 Cornier
37-What'sNew.
Pjssycaf'co
star Paula
38
along
(ambies)
42 Orchard Irurt
44 1 rib
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45 tee
46 1 iro) psot
1 Bfnil es
48 Say it Naples
1 lie
50 »am er o- ballet
( art ers

Kducation Abroad Informational Session
1103 Offenhauer West.

51 Roanne's river

s;> Compose-

Blake
53 Stand-in
56 Bil
57 Heve'ence
56 Otto Is realm

Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

8 p in
■I p.m.
A Funny Thing Happened
Executive Forum on Ethical on the Way to the Forum
Leadership
Classic
Broadway musical
A joint initiative of Dana Cor- romp. University Theatre Proporation, the Department of duction. For tickets, call 419Philosophy, the Institutional 372-2719. Eva Marie Saint
Theory and History Program Theatre.
and the College of Business
Administration. McFall Center. 8:IS p.m.
Det sjunde inseglet / The
5 p.m.
Seventh Seal
Divorced/Divorcing
Sweden, 1957. Director, ingmar
Women's Support Group
Bergman. For more informaThe Women's Center. 107 tion call 372-2268 Free and
Hanna Hall.
open to the public. Gish Film
Theater
7 p.m.
Chinese Club
9 p.m.
The Women's Center, 107
visionLite
Hanna Hall
A non-threatening environment
for those individuals with com7:30 pm
ing out, personal and academic
Literary Caravan: A Readrelated issues. 107 Hanna Hall.
ing by four Asian American
Writers
Friday, Nov. 19
117 Olscamp Hall.
8 p.m.
Spaceballs
UAO film. $2 with University
ID. Also showing at 11 p in 111
Olscamp Hall.

3 - 8p.m.
French Films
'Gazon Maudit.'indochine'and
'Un Coer En Hiver.' French
House.

8 p.m.
Graduate String Quartet

7:30 p.m.
Hockey vs. Ferris State
BGSU Ice Arena.

3:30 - 4:30 p.m.

'Chicago Hope '-MI >-■ ■
|H«art (InSWteo)g

Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire? in Stereo) X
Ijaaaa Leggo
My Dago" JL

Whoa* Line is
H Anyway? i;

(r'naaltr Ihe
LalaDt Crane

I 10:00 I 10:30 I

BMrao i*
Nighilin* :!

2IV20 Downlown if

Tonight Show
bi Oftraol I

Stark Raving
ER "Humpty Dumpiy" (in Stere
Mad fin Stereo) X

Ballykisaanael Pie F ■■
Frontier" (In Stereo)

New Vorfc A ' .ii' Ar^rcan history n New York, iheriseollhe
madia (in Siereo) (Pan 5 o* 5) X

Coach Ga'y
Biackney

This Old '
House X

Vort Alrican-Amencan history r New York (he ">e ol itie
media (lnStereo)(Pan5o<S)g

At Time Goes Chaiiie Rose
By^
(IP Swrao) X

Greed TheiMuttl-Million Dollar
ChaWange i.in SiefeoH

Nawtradio
The Cns-s" Jl

Star Trek: Oaap Space Nina
Desimy (In Stereo? Jf

Sport s-Detroit

Frasiar -Rw. a IFratier (in
Loan X
ISlerao) I

1

New Yankee
Workshop 1

Busted on the Job' 4 [&
jWWF Smackdown! (In Siereo) X

Sfcanw] I

New Had
Green

STATIONS

Movit t*'j "PitmSpimgs Weekend (1963.Contfldy)Troy
Donahug Vacalon^g oley sljctenn mvade a ie>on commuiHy

Movit: •••'.■ "Pefon P.'jc«' (1957. Drama)La^aTumei. Lk>»0Nolan. Hot*
Langa Grace Mettkius' sltamy tile ol Me r a Naw England town

Saturday Nlghl Live U.MUCLI
Picraiason SoulAsylun' K

Daily Snow «) {Win Ben
Mo-rta:**'; Supes '(1961. ComeOylBi Murray Ha-olORani.s Warren Oales A
SWn « Money |0y nde takes two Aimy repuns across enemy lines

Your New House R

Wild Ducowy Ii-eBoWol'

Sportscentet

Thutedly
G»neniohl

On the Inside Wings Over
Vug
.. ,i

floewell (Ri

College Football An Farce al Coioiado Stale (lie) I

HIST

Sclenca al War H«siory of radar
i-esear:" and rJiyajlppiWdnl Rl

JOB! Century Capers The Mer
Ihe Gambles trie Heists" (R)

Forgotten Wars R. r

Football News

FOX Sports
s fte»m 3

Tennis WTA Cnase Cnampionships New York (Live'

|Slant ;R|

He.cuteeTheLetend.y
Joumtyi "King toia Day I

i:*» -Hallowean »"(198l. Horror) Jam* Lee Culis, Lance
Guest Mass murderer Michael Myers' reign ot lertor commies 3t

Home Again
,fl)

Top Secret Missions ot me
CIA Bodysnalch

Daily Show

Win Ben
Steins Money

On Ihe Inside W*v)5 Over
Yu3,i>.d.iaiRI
Sporiscenlai

HBO

Leal Wo.0

Movie ••* "jtoyorLwig'I^SejAshe^owner
sets a course 'or a successtu1 radio actress
Drew Carey:
Cartoon

Beyond Bizarre Ba'ig«c* slreel
.-" |M |a*fMj I ,.g'. Ri

Inside the NfL (R) (In Stereo) IIMovte: -Jucgme«Day-(l999) Ice-T An FBI
aflent ano a > ex-conyo unite ic sa.e me OOI»J

scm

11:30

Comedy HaltHour

Save Our History: The Missour
A Journey
F0< Spons News

IMeniit: ••• HaJlo*een"|l978. Horror) Jamie Lee Culis An
escaped maniac empams on a hoiKjay rampage ot revenge K

Shock Video 3 Turn-On TV iR)
In Siereo) Z
Secrets ol World War ll
Mei'ili s Maiaudeis' (R)
FOX Sports News
Movie: •• "Haruween/l (1981.
Horror) Jamie Lee CuMis B

Mco d They Do Il'ar

Twltser - Fury on Ihe Ptains
(R)

0"ue SouttTT7-""-

ER WhaiL'e' (InSteieo)I

aeovst: •ee's-'Bac*rolheFuftwe'n985.FaiiiasyiMcT4elJ Fco ChMlopnei
Lloyd. C* spin Giovei A boy travels through tone lo His parents leen-age years

USA

Baywalch Rubber Ducfcy [In
Stereo) I

JAG The Black Jet

Walker. Texas Ranger "The
Return ol LaRue' (In Stereo) 31

Baywalch "Homecomng" (In
Movie: ts j -Adaems Family Values (1993 Comedy! Angelica
Huston. A gieerjy nanny pkHs lo marry and murdai Uncle Festei 3C Siereo) X

VMI

Where Are They Now? Ha» n
RiilnSweoi

LIBI lce-T
Obis

Behind the Music «u Monssetle (Ri.lnSle'eOi

Behind the Music The me and
taiottappwVanialoe.lB)

TLC

TNI

[Home Again
IR1

(in Stereo)

List Rl ;ln
Sle'ec

Twister 2 - The Terror
Continues R

|Human Journey: In Search ol
iHuman Origins

Twitter - Fury on Ihe Plains

Movie: ee TheSJIer 0991) K«n Myers A
neurotic baby sitter wreaka havoc at a kumty hoial

IWhareA/eThevNow; Bad
iBoysoIR-,-■

H

Late Show I

41 Hours ii.-i Stf^ol [J'

"Add/ess Unknown (1997. D'ama) Kyle Howard A
youth seeks Ihe iruih aboui his lather's long-ago (ksMt* PG X

FS0

:00

List •■
hosls ;Rl
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TV GUIDE SECTION
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University

62 /43

O 1999 AccuWeather, Inc

Pt Cloudy

// u in. 3 p.m
CSC Fast For a World Harvest Table
Union Foyer.

Keep updated on the
weather this week and every
week with Page Three®.

I Cincinnati '64 /45

Sunny

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Kicky Martin Concert Ticket Raffle
Kducation Steps

.

Dayton 61 1*2

events

1

i

'**
""XT'* '*° ' Screes
rgms rr-sorv-o

DOWN
Uneven haircuts
Land ol lanac
Actress Dunne
View twice
Binges
Check writers

.

n

AH

43 Alore
44 Go over the
Game point:;
47 Not op to
community
standards
49 Holds and
supports
protectively
M Diplomacies
56 hxraust
56 Taiwan capital
58 Nexus 01 activity
59 Taunt
60 Performance
prizes
61 Norma "
62 Opera song
63 Proves taise
64 Raised RRs
C5 Parakeet staple

n

•

'

1

1
2
3
4
5
6

AccuWeather* forecast lor daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

56 '41

M TO

HEAR MUSIC SUCH AS HXP-HO* TO WHICH

'•

?0 New York river
?2 Samurai coun'.
23 Three Rivers
player
24 Pastors, rabbis et
al
27 Besets
29 t-xtmctbird
JU brief summary
34 Caviar
35 Grange
36 Yoked pair
37 Harrmer heads
39 bst particular
40 Slip or supper
' o0""-'0

so ITS SMAT ro» A reuoN uxc

Thursday, Nov. 18

Man si icld

ACROSS
Slammer or dink
Healthy spot
Lure
Give work
Wnler« Nock''
Williams of tennis
Vigoda and
Lincoln
18 Sandwich Dread
1
5
8
14
15
16
17

4^ Squeeze

Ohio weather

TotedQ lsr/43. T-

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
172-2603

Behind the
Music R

BG
NEWS
Applications for Spring '00
BG News Editor are now being
accepted. Application forms
may be picked up at
204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, November 23,1999
I

\
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WORLD NEWS
Airport chemical leak sends 7 to hospital
COLUMBUS — Construction workers were exposed to toxic
fumes at a cargo airport Wednesday after a chemical leaked
through a building's heating system.
Occupational Safety and Health Administration investigators
examined the heating system but did not find what caused ten
gallons of sodium hydroxide to leak through the ducts, said Capt.
Denise Varner of the National Air Guard's 121st Air Refueling
Wing.
The colorless and odorless substance is used to clean the heating system at Rickenbacker International Airport. The chemical
burns skin and eyes and is harmful if inhaled.
The workers, who were renovating a National Guard building
on the base, discovered the leak after their eyes became irritated, Varner said.
Seven workers were sent to hospitals after they were exposed
to the chemical.
Six were treated and released, according to officials at Grant
Medical Center and Mount Carmel East. One worker who reported that he was driving himself to Mount Carmel never arrived.

Women employees allowed to wear pants

Eye on the Nation
The trial continues

Brain surgery needed after brick attack
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK — A Texan who moved to New York a year ago
was fighting for her life Wednesday after a deranged man bashed
her in the head with a brick in a random, unprovoked attack in
the middle of the day near busy Grand Central Terminal.
Nicole Barrett. 27, underwent brain surgery and lay in critical
condition at Bcllevue Hospital
Her parents arrived from Dallas and met briefly with Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani, who said: "We're praying that she makes it."
Barrett, who was on her last day of work at the Taylor Grey
temp agency, was returning to her Madison Avenue office after
getting a haircut Tuesday afternoon when a man slammed a 6pound paving stone into the back of her head, muttered something and fled into the crowd on 42nd Street.
"He just came out of the blue and assaulted her," Police Commissioner Howard Safir said
As Barrett collapsed in a pool of blood, several bystanders
chased the attacker without success.
Safir said the attacker may be a homeless man known to frequent the area. Giuliani announced a $10,000 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the attacker. Police
were offering a $1,000 reward.

Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

Associated Press Writer
LONDON — The company that operates passenger trains
through the Channel Tunnel ended weeks of dispute with two
women employees Wednesday by agreeing that they could wear
trousers to work.
Security guards Debbie Sheen, 37, and Lynn McKay, 35, were
threatened with disciplinary action and sent home from work
last month when they refused to wear skirts during their shift at
the Eurostar terminal at London's Waterloo Station.
The women said trousers were both more comfortable and
more appropriate, but Eurostar countered that female security
guards should wear skirts in the passenger security area "for
ease of recognition as much as smartness."
Both Eurostar, which runs high speed rail services between
London. Paris and Brussels, and its security contractor, Securitas, said Wednesday that subsequent surveys of staff and passengers showed that many supported offering women the option
of wearing trousers.
Eurostar said it had instructed Securitas to amend its uniform
code, and said the two women were free to return to work.

Bike thief causes police to crackdown

Associated Press Photo
Texas Ranger Ronnie McBride escorts Shawn Allen Berry, who
faces the death penalty for the murder of James Byrd Jr., fo
fhe Jasper County Courthouse Wednesday afternoon. Byrd
was chained by the ankles and dragged to pieces last year
in one of the nation's ghastliest racial crimes in decades.

Associated Press Writer
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands — Embarrassed by a former
drug addict's startling confession that he stole 50,000 bicycles,
Amsterdam police said Wednesday they would appoint a special
coordinator to crack down on the city's most common crime.
The announcement came a day after chagrined city officials
formally reprimanded Amsterdam's top police spokesman for
promoting the avowed thief's new book. The memoir, "100,000
Bike Valves," includes tips on how to steal a bike.
Mayor Schelto Patijn and Police Commissioner Jelle Kuiper
accused Officer Klaas Wilting of impropriety for accepting a
signed copy at a book launch last week and then recommending
it to young people. Both were "irritated and annoyed" by the
attention the Dutch capital has been getting over the affair.
"Through his actions, the police are now linked to a bike thief,"
Kuiper said.
Bike theft is one of the most common crimes in Amsterdam,
where the authorities say addicts and petty criminals steal as
many as 180,000 bicycles every year. The bikes usually are resold
within hours for prices as low as $13

Same-sex marriage ceremony violated church law

Associated Press Photo
Deomonstrators follow Grant Island Police Captain Bill Holloway to be arrested after refusing to move from the entrance
of Trininty United Methodist Church in Nebraska Wed.,
Nov. 17/ The domonstrators were protesting the trial of Rev.
Jimmy Creech in Grand Island, a soulforce who is charged in
a church trial with breaking the laws of United Methodist
Church for conducting a homosexual marriage ceremony.

By KEVIN O'HANLON
Associated Press Writer
GRAND ISLAND, Neb. — The
Rev. Jimmy Creech was found
guilty in a church trial today of
breaking the law oi the United
Methodist Church (or conducting
a marriage ceremony for a gay
couple.
The 13-member jury immediately turned to deliberating punishment, which could include
expulsion from the church. The
church prosecutor recommended
Creech lose his ministerial credentials. Creech could appeal the conviction to national church officials.
"I'm not surprised, but I'm
really
quite
disappointed,"
Creech said "I'm mostly disappointed that it was a unanimous
decision."
Creech, who acted as his own

attorney, condemned the law and
the church for putting him on
trial.
"I believe the law that prohibits
pastors from celebrating ho'y
unions with gay and lesbian couples is an unjust and immoral
law," he said. "This whole judicial
process — this trial in particular
— has been corrupted, contaminated. The trial is illicit."
Creech implored the iury during the 90-minule trial to refuse to
reach a verdict, arguing that
church law forbidding gay marriage is demeaning and a form of
sacrilege.
"If you vote guilty, you will be
honoring that law," he said.
Creech was accused of performing the gay marriage in
Chapel Hill, N.C., earlier this year,
an act that has plunged the
church's 9.5 million members into

a bitter debate over its doctrine.
On the eve of his trial, Creech
presided at a recommitment ceremony for Larry Ellis and James
Raymer, the same men whose first
ceremony prompted the church to
seek the trial.
Earlier today, 74 Creech supporters were arrested for trespassing as they locked arms and sang
hymns in 'ront of Trinity United
Methodist Church where the proceeding is being held.
Across the street, the Rev. Fred
Phelps of Topeka, Kan., stood
with a handful of protesters holding up signs decrying Creech and
his supporters.
"We're
following
brother
Creech around like an ugly dog,"
Phelps said.
Creech first drew (he anger of
church officials in 1997, when he
performed a union ceremony lor a

lesbian couple in his Omaha congregation. But in March, eight ol
11 members of a Methodist tribunal decided to take no action
against him.
Though acquitted on charges of
disobeying church rules, Creech
was not re-appointed to his pulpit
and is on a voluntary leave ot
absence. He remains a member ol
the Nebraska clergy and is
answerable to Nebraska Bishop
Joel Martinez.
At the time of Creech's first
trial in Kearney, it was unclear if
the church's ban on performing
"same-sex commitments" carried
the weight of church law.
The church's Judicial Council,
which interprets church law much
like the Supreme Court interprets
the Constitution, has since ruled
that it does. ■

Hurricane Lenny bears down on U.S. Virgin Islands

By STEVE BULLOCK
Associated Press Writer
CHRISTIANSTED, U.S. Virgin Islands — Hurricane
Lenny's winds climbed to 150
mph Wednesday after its leading gusts and rains ripped off
roofs, hurled boats onto shore
and
flooded
homes
in
Caribbean islands as it roared
toward the Virgin Islands.
St. Croix and the Virgin
Islands were expected to bear
the brunt of the storm's fury
Officials warned that the storm
could spawn tornadoes and
drench the islands with up to
15 inches of rain.
"My yard is completely flood-

ed out, the telephone lines are
whistling and the rain is beating against the house," said
Anthony Lewis of Frederiksted,
St. Croix's second-largest town.
He said he spent the morning
bailing water out of his house
Hundreds of tourists in the
region were stranded as airlines canceled flights and airports closed.
Feeding off the warm
Caribbean waters, Lenny's
winds strengthened to 150 mph
Wednesday, making it a Category 4 hurricane capable of
extreme damage. That is 5 mph
short of a Category 5 — the
highest.

I
STUDENTS
r ATTENTION
Come and be part of the most active
i
organization on campus!
i
It's a great experience , and you'll
!

S

I

I
I

meet many new people!
UAO has 4 Open Director
positions for Spring Semester!

I
'.
|

HOMECOMING, PUBLICITY,
ENTERTAINMENT, AND

t'

USG

*
I

REPRESENTATIVE!

Applications can be picked up in
330 Student Union.
Applications are due by
November 23. 1999. and sign up
for an interview time when you
drop off your application.
For more information, contact Jen Joyce at 372-2486.
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The storm was about 35
miles southeast of St. Croix late
Wednesday afternoon, heading
northeast at 9 mph. Hurricane
winds extended 70 miles from
its center and tropical stormforce winds another 205 miles.
Lenny's, lateness in the season and easterly path left even
experienced observers agape.
"It's unheard of," said veteran meteorologist John Toohey
on San Juan's WOSO-AM
radio. "This is a once-in-n-lifetime event."
The storm's first winds cut
power and telephone service to
many St. Croix homes. It
ripped up trees and debris that

blocked roads, kicked up dangerous waves that battered the
shore and carried a steady rain
that flooded extensive areas
hours before the main impact
was expected.
"All through the night the
police were busy helping evacuate a number of individuals
who sought assistance after
their mobile homes and homes
in low-lying areas became
threatened by flood waters,"
said police chief Novell Francis.
Battering waves smashed
over the 8-foot sea wall at Frederiksted, tore away the wooden
fishermen's pier and a small
part of the concrete Ann

Use**

Stuff

DAY

Is this the size of
fOUR trash every week?
everyday? ULS Day was
created to make people like YOU
aware of the benefits of reducing your
waste. Less waste goes to the landfill
when YOU recycle, use less packaging, and
reuse products. Do YOU want a new landfill in
YOUR back yard? Also, using less stuff means
spending less money, and that's always good!
So, next time you throw something away or take
out the trash, remember ULS Day.
Have a happy ULS DAY!
For more information, call the
Wood County Solid Waste District

(419) 354-9297

Abramson Pier where cruise
ships dock.
A curious tourist who went
out to experience the force of
the storm was trapped by battering waves and clung to a
rock outside a beach resort for
more than an hour before
divers rescued him, authorities
said.
A half dozen people suffered
fractures and other injuries
when they were hit by waves on
St. Kitts' concrete pier. Storm
surges in Grenada swept away
four houses, washed away
asphalt roads, damaged runway lights at the airport and
flooded roads and the business

district.
U.S. Virgin Islands Gov.
Charles Turnbull declared a
state of emergency Tuesday
night, installed a curfew to prevent looting and deployed the
National Guard. He also asked
President Clinton to declare St.
Croix a disaster area, making it
eligible for federal emergency
funds.
In San Juan, the Puerto
Rican capital, a few motorists
sped down highways usually
choked with traffic and tooted
their horns in delight after the
storm passed.

There's a thin line
between something that's
EBEVLJF"

anci a

°roethLng

that's simp]
We^ L^to have
misplao
that line
for Greeks.
For College.
For Life. For Whatever

wwwgreekcentxal.com
We're looking for a few good
reps. Pleas* inquire at our
website, or call 1-888-GREEXK
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Ohio animal laws rated worst in country
By STEFAN IE SIZEMORE
The BG News
The nation's largest animal
protection
organization
announced last month that Ohio
is the worst stale in the counlr\
when it conies to its laws protecting animals.
The Humane Society of the
United States has called Ohio
laws inadequate and weak,
accusing Ohio lawmakers of not
taking animal abuse seriously
and the Bowling Green I lumane
Society agreed.
Linda Reider, the program
coordinator for Ihe Great Lakes
Regional Office of the Human
Society of the United States,
thinks that Ohio lawmakers have
passed up several opportunities
to change the law.
"Ohio legislatures have had a
chance to strengthen the law, but
they obviously do not feel thai is
important," she said.

Find it
BG

Ohio's anti-cruelty law was
drafted over 12^ years ago and
has had no significant changes
since its enactment. The law
states that a tree or slope can be
considered adequate protection
for an animal from the cold, and
the law mates no provision for
protection from extreme heal or
cold. Violators of animal cruelty
laws in Ohio lace a maximum
penalty of a 90-day jail sentence
and a maximum fine of S750.
The Ohio legislative services
commission ranked the law last
among all states in strength ol
penalties for offenders. In contrast, Michigan along with 26
oilier stales, animal cruelty is a
felony, which violators face up to
four years in prison and possible
court-mandated
psychiatric
counseling. In Oregon, animal
iruelly laws allow penalties up
to five years in prison and a
$100,000 fine for maliciously

"The court never seems to be on our side. It's a long, costly process
and when people are hardly punished it does not seem worth it."
Melony Stein
Bowling (liven Humane 'Society SW/ei Manage!
killing or intentionally knowingly torturing an animal.
"Ohio needs to get the message that animal abuse is a serious issue/" Reider said. "Recently an Ohio man who cut oil his
kittens paws and head was convicted ol a misdemeanor offense
and received a IW-day jail sentence. Thai's a slap on the wrist."
The issue ol animal cruelty is
a serious one because in the last
decade researchers have begun
to link animal cruelty to human
cruelly In three surveys in
women's shelters in Wisconsin
and Utah in the late 1990s, 74

percent of pet-owning women
reported that a pet had been

threatened, injured or killed by
the woman's abuser. A 1483 survev in New Jersey ol families
reported lor child abuse found
that in SS percent ol the families
at least one person had abused
animals.
"Ohio needs stronger laws so
we an catch these disturbed
people before they hurt more
animals or start hurling other
people," Reider said.
Main uses in Ohio are not
even prosecuted due 10 lack ol
severe penalties A 1946 survey
by Ohio State University showed
that of the more than 25,000 complaints ol cruelty or neglect
received by animal care agencies

'HBLn particular, crrecK*out the-NOW*.
section .on-rVlondfiy^Thu
tiuriHay grWfcriday inJftg BG'News.

abiM/eSy

24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates -

J. Smith M.D.
General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

- Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

in Ohio in one year, only T43
charges were filed
The Bowling Green Humane
Society admitted that they do not
take many ol Iheir cases lo court
for the same reason that lawenforcement officials do not.
"The court never seems to be
on our side," said Bowling (ireen
Shelter Manager Melony Stein.
"It's a long, costly process and
when people are hardly punished it does not seem worth it."
Stem said that the Bowling
Green Humane Society sees
about 200 cases ol animal cruelty
a vcar, bul only a handful go to
court.
"In serious cases we will go to

court but we usually try our own
methods like education and
counseling," she sajd. "If peoplewould begin to voice their opinions changes could be made to
make Ohio's laws work."
What is being done to make
()hio's law stricter?
Republican Rep. PatTiberi has
introduced House Bill 108, which
would strengthen the law to
make animal cruelty a fifth
degree felony with a maximum
prison sentence of 12 months
and a maximum fine of $2500.
The bill is pending before the
House l nminal justice Committee.
"The bill is not looking too
good right now so people need
to call their legislatures and
speak their mind," she said.
"Without Ohio's support we will
never be able to make our laws
meet the standard."

ATTN: STUDENTS
On Wed. Nov. 17th and Thurs. Nov. 18th,
the Wellness Connection will be distributing
survival kits for the "Great American
Smokeout." They will be available both days
from 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
The Wellness Connection
is located @
170 Health Center.
Any questions,
please call 372-9355

Help is on the way.
[ 1-3 days guaranteed* "

You have four finals in d week. ArH 'here
are two papers to write ... on books you
haven't read. And let's not forget the iob
you go to when you're not in classes.

It's enough to drive you crazy.

es^

«5^

That's where VarsityBooks.com can help.
With a huge selection of Schaumm's
Outline Series study guides and Cliffs
Notes, we can get you through your finals
with flying colors.

Ordering on line with VarsityBooks.com
can save you up to 40%. It's secure and
reliable. And within 13 days you will have
the help you need to pass that test. Or
write that paper.

varsityboQks.com

Your Online College Bookstore

"600M d*i'vn»(j in 1 to J BiriifMi day* o* your ihippin| n f'M Soft ifMrir'ion* apply Sff stle lot dr*.nK
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California drops opposition to adoptions by gay couples
By DOUG WILLIS
Associated Press Writer
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — A
stale policy of automatically
opposing adoptions of foster
children by gay and other
unmarried couples was quietly
dropped this week by the Davis
administration.
The move rescinded a 1995
order by then-Republican Gov.
Pete Wilson.
Gay activists applaud the
change as a victory for families.

AIRLINES
Continued from page one.

from January.
That's still a tiny fraction,
however, of the roughly 10 million tickets sold in the United
States each week.
Priceline's stock has been
languishing lately as some

SAFETY
Continued from page one.
ter months.
"It is really important that
when students travel home for
the holidays they are prepared," Larson said. "You never
know when a major snow storm
is going to hit and you want to
lie ready."
Jan Rice, a senior business
major commutes to Bowling
Green and always keeps extra
blankets in her car during the
winter months
"I have blankets in nn car
but that's because I have a cell
phone and I basically count on
that for any emergencies." Rice
said
In any case that you get
stranded on the side of a road

Conservative religious leaders
condemn it as "a disaster for
children."
Even with the earlier policy,
however, judges could overrule
the state opposition if the
would-be parents hired an
attorney and appealed.
Attorneys representing gay
and lesbian groups challenged
the regulation earlier this year.
State Department of Social Services attorneys "concluded that
it was an underground regula-

tion, or one that did not go
through the proper legal
process," agency spokeswoman
Sidonie Squier said Wednesday
The state on Monday advised
all California adoption agencies
and county welfare directors of
the change.
Democratic Gov. Gray Davis
approved the agency's decision,
but that doesn't mean he supports adoptions by gay couples,
spokesman Michael Bustamante said.

"The previous administration took a position on adoptions. This administration is
not," he said. "This governor
has made the determination
that the professionals, not the
state, are best suited to decide"
which couples are suitable
adoptive parents.
It has been state policy since
1987 to automatically recommend denial of any petition by
an unmarried couple to adopt a
ward of the state. That policy
was rescinded in 1994, but

when Wilson heard about the
change through news accounts
three months later, he ordered
it reinstated.
Squier said the state has no
estimate of how many adoptions might have been affected,
but that it probably is not a
large number since there are
only about 6,000 adoptions of
state wards annually.
Rescinding the order is an
important step, even though
many gay were able to work

industry analysts have questioned whether airlines were
enthusiastic about doing business with the company
An
American
Airlines
spokesman said the partnership is an acknowledgment that
Priceline "is growing up."
"It comes down to the fact

that Priceline has shown itself
to be a viable distribution channel that makes sense as one of
many distribution channels at
this
point,"
American
spokesman Tim Smith said.
Priceline lost $112.2 million
last year on just $35.2 million
in revenue — typical of fledg-

ling Internet companies. On
Wall Street on Wednesday,
stock in Stamford. Conn-based
Priceline soared $8.12 1/2 to
close 12 percent higher at
$76.87 1/2 a share on the Nasdaq Stock Market.

Continued from page one.
campus. Linda Uobb. interim
provost for Academic Affairs,
said. The proposal largely
depends on the opinions of students, faculty and administrators.
"I think it will be a community decision," Dobb said. "We
have In sort of talk about it...
The CAA of the Faculty Senate
will be very involved."
Though they like the concept
of community time, the members of the committee don'l
deny that there are many possible pitfalls. As a result, one
member, Mark Gromko. insisted on remaining neutral
regarding the proposal
"There are problems that
have to be solved," Gromko
said. "I try to weigh both sides
of it. I don't think I should be in
a position of advocacy for or
against it."
Gromko noted that the
change will force the rescheduling of up to 170 classes lie also
noted that, because the University is required to report utilization of its rooms, there may
be problems due to the lack of
use during community time
However, Gromko did mention a number of pluses for the
concept, including the ability to
be able to have a meeting that
includes all faculty of a given
Held, something that is nearly
impossible now. Gromko said it
is possible right now to get only

TIME

during the winter the Ohio
Committee for Severe Weather
Awareness suggests that you:
• Tie a red cloth or any type
of cloth to your antenna, driver
handle or outside mirror.
• Keep the exhaust pipe
clear of snow.
• Run your engine and
heater no more than ten minutes every hour.
• Use floor mats, seat covers
and
blankets
for added
warmth.
• Don't panic. Your chances
for rescue are better if you stay
calm and in your car
"If you follow some of these
basic guidelines you will be prepared for any situation during
tin' winter," Larson said.
"Always be ready for the
worst."

AkronCantorr
Cleveland*
Cincinnati'
Columbus'
Dayton*
Toledo*
Youngstown*

56.5 inches
56.5 inches
62.4 inches
26.4 inches
40.4 inches
30.6 inches
42.4 inches
69.6 inches
See what's new
in the news!!
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Rlpha Phi
is excited to announce its
Fall 1999 Big & Little Pairs!

Ice

around the regulation with the
help of sympathetic judges and
social workers, said Ed Condon
With his gay partner, Condon
adopted his first child during
the 199!> lapse in the regulation.
The state's move, "gives gay
and lesbian families the opportunity to have open and frank
discussions about the desire to
raise children," said CondoG,
38, a private school administrator who now plans to complete
the adoption of his second child
about three quarters of faculty
for a meeting.
Community time might eveii
lower retention rates by forcing
students who are not favored iji
the registration process into
early morning and late cveninjj
classes
Leontis, who took a generally positive stance on community time, agreed that the ea in pieneeds to debate the issue.
"Decisions that affect a lot of
people, as tins will, need to be
discussed," Leontis said.
The feedback so far, which
has consisted of about 20 emails, has been "more or less
favorable," Leontis said.
"Very rarely do people have
time to sit around and talk
about things," Leontis said
"We talk about community, but
we don't do it."
Therefore, Leontis e-mailed
the faculty last spring regarding the desirability of community time, which set off a series
of events leading to a committee looking into the concept.
The committee met about
five times, Leontis said. The
proposal was introduced to faculty in the last week through email, and the first time students were told about the proposal was at Monday's Undergraduate Student Government
General Assembly meeting.
"1 would really like this tobe
something people discuss a
lot... and point out problems so
we can fix it," Leontis said.
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BEACH RESORT

ARENA

- HnriAmtf Hot Ti* •
Mrrly Beverly A Sara Swander A
EmGende
Mary Brehm A Allison Ball
Jamie Brwtaugh A Jessica Leivld
Kami Catlnan A Jessica Party
heather Cantor A Kan Swindcn
Enka Paggett A Molly McNeill
Kan Freeman A Sara Strickland
Em Cibert A Sara Koloda
Megan Oofos A Jen PeVane
Jenny Grace A Kelly Sweitzer
Melissa Gratr A Amy Shumaker
Alison Gray A Ion Goetz
Amy hays A Angie Maidment

Vl>

.VI"
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Megan Hrrphrey A Jackie Takach
Alison Kloos A Melissa Meehan
Hxley Larrpus A Jen Thompson A
JenEngler
Laura lonsway A Stacte Conway
He* Mann A Becca SchnetzerA
Lisa Feldhaus
Hcc4e Messmam A Jen Perns
Jessi Fakosz A Beth IMery
Mi FaMecki A Kyin Portey
Meredith Fiersol A Lane Mudnch
heather Fitchford A Lisa Purst
Shannon Kiday A Am Feltier
Allison Romano A Norene Pel
Amy Vodges A Km Belting

A<I>

.VI'

Vl>

VI'

,\<l>

.VI'

L,fving Qanvas \

With ID, Students Pay;
$2.00 admission
$1.00 for skates of all sizes
All fees bursarable!

We now hove rugs, gloves & mittens, hots, zodiac, ce/tfc,
and rune necklaces.beaded curtains, long sleeve blouses,
hng sleeve dresses

IRE TAPESTRIES, TOBACCO & ACCESSORIES,
AND MORE T-SHIRTS I

lluMMftffc Sj

Weehly Sales new thru I-IZOOI
This week (11/15 to I l/20)-Gloves & Mittens
one get2nd Pair 1/2 off!
Next Week (11/22 to 11/27)-15% off all t-shirts

Effective October through April

i'jmtVtSons: 1-800 188 8828
www.sandpip«?rbeacon.e«m

Got Web?
We Do

Public skating will no! be available when ihe vanity hockey team is at home

CALL.372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.
BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

;c«SSt>

Graphic

Magician

Prints from the Norton Simon Museum

Now through January 16,2000
Trace the career and life of this
startling and original 20th-century
master through his print work.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily crossword answers
Classifieds online
Archives of the Print Edition
Political cartoons & comics
Daily Horoscopes
Weather

Call 419-255-8000
for more information

Excerpts from Print
PlUo PitKSO eMxTw-i ->in Hoi»*t $«pier»ber 1956

T)m ■MMM **•» 6t*r> orprOad by tfw Nanon
Smor Mawn and OS* \r& & B GtsaM Caraar fcr
Vtaal Am M Stanford UrMrar/Ttw •tfttoon hu
ban made poMfate by i gervrn* ftn from
jiand^Frwtonrldi

The Toledo Museum of Art
'

.

_-^*^**£i#fc-

Wednesday 8:30p.m.- 10:00p.m.
Friday
12:00p.m.-2:00p.m.
8:00p.m.- 10:00p.m.
Saturday
8:00p.m.- 10:00p.m.
Sunday
3:30p.m.-5:30p.m.
7:00p.m.-9:00p.m.

AJ -orw by P»t*b Amo ©1999 Em o*
Patoto rVjiu'Amm R«ho Sonty lAft$).N**lfcrt.

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE!

i« to M

PUBUC SKATING SCHEDULE

Already on order for your holiday needs:
Sweaters, Tobacco gift sets, Qiristmans T-shirts fromT-Une
N»w tobacco Hems weekly!
Christmas is fast approaching. Get your shopping done earl/
with a unique item from Living Canvas.
WeVe also a one stop shop. While Christmas shopping
upstairs, gat a catoo or piercing from the first A finest tattoo
shop In Bowling Green.
* Health Dept. Licensed * Autoclave Sterilization *
* Bring your own design or pick from our 100,000 +,designs *
* New Black Light Sensitive Ink * *

SI««I

• AfeiMtlkBOshrSnVe

445 EWborter St.
353-5992 or 354-5203
Tobacco Pipes & Accessories & Gift Items'
Tattoos & Piercings in the Bank Vault

,^
^
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•
•
•
•
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Today's News
Opinion
City & Campus
NOW Entertainment
Sports

www.bfinews.com
J.
i
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Matt Steiner
Sports Editor
372-2603

SPORTS
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Celehnanng BG's 1959 'Sarall Schools Ncmonal Championship' season
This is the eighth purl of a weekly series which will relive the BG football team's only perfect season. This week in 1959, the Falcons continual their quest u Inch mentality led to recognition as
the top small school' in the country, defeating Delulware the HI team in the nation improving to 80. Every week an article u ill be run from the 1959 BG Neu s

Falcons drive toward national title by crushing top-ranked Delaware
The Bow 11111; Green Falcons continued their drive toward the mythical small college national championship and a bowl bid as the passing
artistry of quarterback Bob Colburn
and the elusive running of halfback
Chuck Comer led the way to the Falcons' .'10-8 triumph over previously
unbeaten and top ranked Delaware,
before a crowd of 8,700 in the University Stadium last Saturday
The Falcons out-maneuvered
Delaware in every department.
Howling Green rushed for a total of
171 yards to the Blue Hens' 157.
Through the air Delaware connected
on six of 15 passes for 98 yards. But,
the Falcons completed 11 of 17 for
134 yards.
Fumbles were costly to both
teams, BG lost possession of all four
of its fumbles, as did the Blue Hens
on their three
Comer led the Falcon running
a!lack, gaining 57 yards in six carI rics. He also made the longest run of
the afternoon when he scampered 90

yards, returning a kickoff to score
BG's second touchdown.
Fullback Jerry Dianiska continued his hard power driving as he
gained 50 yards on 11 tries Roger
Kin in.in. another Falcon fullback,
powered his way to 29 yards on four
carries. Klicman gained most of his
yardage on a 23 yard burst up the
middle for Bowling Green's final
touchdown in the fourth quarter.
Bernie Casey, BG's right tailback,
was the main target of the Blue
Hens. Delaware had a man on Casey
on every play. A Delaware observer
remarked that they thought by slopping Casey they might be able to
stop the Falcons.
Delaware's "rushniks" carried the
ball 46 times for a total of 145 yards
Halfback Jack Turner paced the Blue
Hen ground attack, gaining 82 yards
on 18 carries. The oilier halfback,
John Bowman, carried the pigskin
20 times for 46 yards. Fullback Tony
Suravitch gained 17 yards on eight
attempts.

Colburn who proved to be an allaround spark plug for BG. connected
on 10 of 16 passes for 125 yards,
bringing his seven game passing
record to 785 yards on 57 completions on 102 attempts
Delaware's quarterback. Gampy
Pellegrini, who had thrown just IK
passes all season, threw l.'J aerials,
connnecting on five for 81 yards.
BG did a tremendous job on
defense in this game, as they have
done all year Defensive safetv Jack
Harbaugh
intercepted
three
Delaware passes, Iwo of which led to
Falcon touchdowns. Casey slashed
through the Blue Hen line on a
fourth and three situation on BG's
nine yard line to throw Bowman for
a loss and end a Blue Hen threat in
the third quarter, Guard Clunk
Ramsey broke through Delaware's
offense on a similar fourth and three
situation on the Falcon II to halt a
late third period Delaware drive

BG News Photo Archives

Halfback John Bowman (47), one of the Blue Hens' "rushniks" is about to
be thrown for a loss by Falcon guard Chuck Ramsey (67).

Pesorda proves many wrong
\ V
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BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Kris Pesorda (9) prepares for a return in a recent contest. Since
walking on four years ago, Pesorda has proved many doubters
wrong such as her high school coach at Keystone. She has 274
career assists and 244 total blocks.

By NICK HURM
The BO News
Kris Pesorda came to Bowling Green four years ago with a
goal to make the Bowling
Green volleyball team She
showed up for the first practice
in a soccer shirt, a beat up pair
of jean shorts and a pair of hiking boots. The little known
wonder from the small town of
Wellington (Keystone High
School) was a shy, quiet player
who received many honors in
Division III volleyball. Pesorda
had never experienced a challenge like college volleyball, she
had not ever even worn a pair
of spandex shorts.
"I didn't think I could handle
it (practice)," Pesorda said. "I
didn't think I could run with
the big dogs. But I didn't want
to be known as a quitter and I
wanted to prove my high school
coach wrong."
Around her was a highly
touted freshman class. Pesorda's skills were not on as high
of a level as her teammates, but
she was a quick learner. She
was picking up BG coach
Denisc Van De Wallc's program
so fast, that Kris quickly
earned the nickname "sponge."
Pesorda has been up to the
challenge her whole career.
"She has always been a hard
worker," Kris's mother, Marcy
Pesorda said. "The one phrase
that Kris challenges is 'you
might not be able to or you
can't."'
But Kris could. In her first
collegiate volleyball match, the
girl who forgot to wear athletic
shoes to practice cranked out a
season best 14 kills and hit a
.355 while also adding a season
high 12 digs. She went on to

win the "Most Improved navel" award her freshman season.
"She is a very good si udent .if
the game,* Van De Wallo aid
"Kris made a big jump up. She
is very coachable, Her freshman year was like on-the-job
training."
Kris went into "full time"
employment her sophomore
year starting all .'il games. Sinhas started all but one match
since this time. In Pesorda's
career she finds herself the alltime leader in assist for a nonsetter. Pesorda ranks ninth in
BG history in assist with 271
She is also ninth in school history in total blocks (244) and
block assists I227i.
"I've definitely learned a
whole new level of volleyball."
Pesorda said. "The way coach
trains us makes each player
good."
All of her accomplishments
on the court are not what make
Kris so special Pesorda, who
was once the shy, quiet freshman right-side hitter has
changed into the outgoing,
class clown of the team. Being
around her for only a couple ol
minutes, it's hard not to laugh
at some of Pesorda's antics.
Whether she is doing her deadon voice of Cartmen from the
show "South Park" or Linda
Richmond (Mike Meyers! from
"Coffee Talk," Pesorda find- a
way to brighten someone's day
"Kris Pesorda is one ol my
favorite people in the world,"
senior
teammate
Heather
Greig said. "She brings humor,
intensity, and heart to our
team. The way she demonstrates herself off the court
demonstrates her great depth
of character. "
Kris is also a coach. This

year Pesorda is seeing action
both on the playing court with
the team, and <in the sidelines
as coach of the men's club volleyball team. Pesorda coaches
both the men's A and li teams
She has alread) helped the
team get oil'to a fast 9-2 start.
"She dor.- a great job for US,"
men's club team spiker Mike
Mileti -aid "With her knowledge from playing, she picks up
on many things we need
improvement on All the govern the team love her to death
Pc.-orda has two older brothers, David and Andy, who -he
credits in pushing her to he better She also gave a lot of credit
to her parents for the support
they have given her throughout
her career
"Having two older brothers,
she was able to deal with guys
better," Many Pesorda said.
"She treats guys as equal If her
brothers could climb a tree, she
could climb a tree."
Number nine is also a hard
worker off the court She carne- a :i 02 GPA and is majoring
in geography with a minor in
criminal justice, [f she does nol
continue a volleyball career.
Pesorda would like to join the
CIA
Pesorda is not the flashiest
or the most talented player, but
she puts her heart into what
she wants to accomplish. Her
teammates agree that Kris has
a huge heart and she tries to
gel her peers to be the best they
can he. which is one of the
biggest reasons thev respect
her
"The team would not he the
same without her," Greig said.
"She is so genuine. She is a
great role model."

Dorley's responsibilities go beyond football
By DAN MED
The BG News
Senior Doug Dorley opens
the door to the office of Bowling
Green Sports Information
Director Steve Barr and smiles.
"I've got to do a little thing
with this guy right here," Dorley says in an affable tone,
referring to one of three
reporters there to interview
him about his hectic life.
Perhaps the biggest surprise
about his smile is that his
team, the Bowling Green Falcons, is 4-6 and at the end of a
dismal season. But, when Dorley talks with the reporters he
jokes around and contorts his
face to look like a man without
a care in the world.
There are a few reasons Dorley might be smiling. Maybe he

senses a turnaround in the Falcon football program. After all,
his nightmarish senior season
will be over after Saturday's
game at Central Florida.
Maybe he is thinking about
life after Bowling Green, and a
possible NFL career. His coaches have said he has a shot to
make it.
Maybe he is thinking about
his wife.
Indeed, Dorley has responsibilities that go far beyond
defensive tackles and offensive
assignments. He has a family.
However, he says he and his
wife, Jennifer, will wait until he
graduates in May to think
about children.
His wife graduated from
Southern Illinois, University,
Dorley's school until 1997, last

year. She moved to Bowling
Green to be with her husband
and has found work in town.
He is the only member of the
Falcon football team that is
married. He says that has it's
drawbacks.
"I get made fun of a lot," the
6-4 290 lb center says "If
someone drives by practice with
the same kind of car my wife
drives, someone will always say
"hey Doug, there goes your
wife"
But Dorley says that he
doesn't mind the hassling that
much, it just comes with the
territory.
"I laugh because they really
arc funny jokes," he said. "I go
home every day and tell them
• See DORLEY, page eight.
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11 seniors
to play one
more time

ByG. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG M u s
The 11 seniors played .their
last home football game Saturdaj and went out on a positive
note Now they aim to do the
same on the road at Central
Florida Saturday at 1 p.m. It is
their final game in Orange and
Brown
Place kicker Joe O'Neill,
linebacker Jason Strasser,
guard Mark Kautzman and
tight end Kevin Steinke are
tour of them. Strasser. Kautziii.in and O'Neill have started
the last four years along with
tackle Chad McCarthy.
That realization hasn't hit
Kaul/man yet.
"I'M think about it down the
road sometime." K, nit /.man
said "I haven't given it a whole
lot of thought, I guess. I'm
going to be a high school
teacher and football coach.
That way, I'll continue to have
an interaction with the game."
O'Neill has accepted the
realization. He said he'll accept
the opportunity to stay in the
game if it arises.
"I've definitely come to the
realization it's coming to an
end.'' O'Neill said. "It's been a
long but great five years. I
think I'm satisfied with my
career I couldn't ask for a better coaching staff"
Strasser admitted to being
somewhat emotional about the
realization. He still plans on
coaching high school kickers in
the summer to stay involved
with the game.
"It's a very weird feeling,"
Strasser said. "Once you're
playing, you want to keep going
and win some more games but
you can't. I'm burnt out somewhat but you don't want to stop
playing because you'll miss the
game a lot."
Steinke has some good memories over the years.
"I remember coming up on
my recruiting trip and meeting
a couple guys on my trip and
the experiences the past four
years," Steinke said. "It's sort of
emotional. Ill still be here next
year taking classes so 111 still
be with the guvs."

Robert Redd Update

BG Newi Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE

Sophomore wide receiver
Robert Redd, who was suspended indefinitely before the Ball
State game, met with Blackney
Monday afternoon. He is still
indefinitely suspended so he
will not make the trip to Central Florida.

BG's Doug Dorley (60) attempts a block on a Miami defender earlier this year. Dorley is the only BG football player that's married.

• See FOOTBALL, page eight.
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TANDINGS
National Hockey League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
Philadelphia
10
New Jcntev
9
N Y Rangers
6
Pittsburgh
5
NY Islands
4
Northeast Division W

Pet
750

GB

I.

T

RT

*

3

1

26

W

1.

Pel

6

1

0

21

San Antonio

7

2

TVs

9

1

1

14

3

1
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t

1
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4

3
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2

Washington

1.

T
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4

4
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1
1
3
0

23
20
18
12

IlinoMoti
Utah
Dallai
V.i
ui.-r
Denver

National Football league
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Eait
W
Indianapolis
7
Miami
7
Buffalo
7
New England
6
N Y Jen
3
Central
Jacksonville
8
7
Tennessee
Pittsburgh
5
Baltimore
3
2
Cleveland
Cincinnati
1
West
7
Seattle
K.m-.is City
5
5
Oakland
San Diego
4
Denver
3
NATIONAI CONFERENCE
W
Eait
5
Dallas
N Y Giants
5

3
2

4
5

429
2M

2 1/2
3
1

2

7

222

An/ona
Philadelphia
Central
Detroit
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Green Bay
Chicago
Weal

L
7
6

T
2
2

RT
1
1

Pi*
'23
21

10

3

0
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Button

4

3

571

8

3

2

15

5

4

S56

1 1/2
1 1/2

9

2

0

10

4

4
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2

L

T

KT

PU

New York
Orlando
Philadelphia
New Jeraey
WajhiaftM
Central Division
Toronto
Cleveland
Indiana
Milwaukee
Charlotte
Atlanta
Dotnnl

4

4

500

2

1

6

143

4 1/2

1

7

125

5

Ottawa
Toronto
Boston
IUilI.il..
Montreal
Southeast Division

IS
11
8
7
5
W

5

1

1

26

6

3

1

26

6

4

0

20

10

2

0

16

13

1

1

12
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T
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Florida

9

e

2

2

22

7

3

0

17

8

2

1

15

9

1

1

14

10

2

1

9
I'm

Tampa Bay
6
Atlanta
3
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
Detroit
11
St Louli
10
NuhvUk
6
Chicago
4
Northwest Division*'

National Baiketball AMOCI ation
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Dlviaion
W
L
Miami
6
2

5

2

9

Colorado

8

7

4
3

Bdfflonton
Calgary
Pacific Division

5
ft
W

8
II

2

1.

I

HT

Pis

LocAngdM
San JOM
Phoenix
An.ilK-im
Dallai

12
V2
10
8
8

4

t

0

28

Houston
Paeille Division
Portland
into

9

2

1

27

LA Laken

G
9

3
2

0
1

23
19

8

1

0

17

Phoenix
Golden Sun.
I.A Clipper!

_

4

2

667

1/2

5

3

625

1/2

5

3

625

1/2

4
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WOMEN'S HOOPS ADDS
PLAYERS FOR 2000-2001

3

The Bowling Green State University women's
basketball program has signed three student-athletes to National Letters of Intent, BGSU head
coach Dec Knoblauch has announced. Andrea
Ault, Kelly Kapferer and Stefanie Wenzel will join
the Falcon program next fall.
Ault, a 6-0 forward from Urbana, Ohio, currently attends Urbana High School. She enters
her senior season with 1,102 career points (16.6
ppg) and 607 career rebounds. Ault averaged 20.6
points and 11.3 boards last year, helping the Hill.
climbers of coach Bill Moss to a 19-3 record and 4
second-straight Central Buckeye Conference title.
Kapferer, a 6-2 forward from Jefferson, Ohio,
attends Jefferson High School under coach Rod
Holmes. She is coming off a junior season in
which she earned first-team Division II All-Ohio
honors. Kapferer, who averaged 20.1 points and
15.1 rebounds last winter, was named the Northeast Lakes Division II District Player of the Year
for the Falcons, and became the first Ashtabula
County and Northeastern Conference junior in
nearly 20 years to surpass the 1,000-point mark
for her career.
Wenzel, a 6-0 guard from Sussex, Wis., attends
Arrowhead Union High School in Hartland, and
plays for coach Heidi Hamilton. In her fourth
year as a starter, she is listed among Wisconsin's
Top-25 high-school seniors after being named to
similar lists during both her sophomore and junior
seasons.
The Bowling Green women's basketball program plans to sign one additional recruit during
the late period, which begins April 12, 2000.

Chipper Jones brings home NL, MVP trophy
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Four swings
changed Chipper Jones' season
into an MVP year — four home
runs in a three-game September series against the New York

Mets.
"I think those four home
runs were huge. I'd like to
think my name was already tin
the map before that, but that
kind of jump-started everything," Jones said Wednesday
after winning the National
League Most Valuable Player

Award in a landslide.
Jones, who hit 45 homers
and carried Atlanta to an
eighth straight division title.
received 29 of 32 first-place
votes and finished with 132
points in balloting by the Baseball Writers' Association of
America He also got two second-place votes and one third.
"It's awfully hard to believe,"
Jones said. "To have this In
your corner, to always be able
to say you won an MVP, is a
tremendous honor."'
Houston first baseman Jeff

Bagwell was second with one
first and 276 points, followed by
Arizona third baseman Matt
Williams, who had two firsts
and 269 points. They were the
only players picked on every
ballot.
Cincinnati's Greg Vaughn
was fourth with 121 points and
St. Louis' Mark McGwire was
fifth with 115, followed by the
New York Mets' Robin Ventura
(1131. Mike Piazza (109) and
Edgardo Alfonzo (88). Chicago's
Sammy Sosa was ninth at 87.
"Matt Williams is one of the

guys I try to be like. Just to be
in the hunt with him is an
honor in itself." Jones said. "I
didn't have a real good first
half. Baggy put together a full
year."
Jones, a 27-year-old third
baseman, earned a $100,000
bonus and became the fifth
Brave to win the award, joining
Bob Elliott (1947), Hank Aaron
(1957), Dale Murphy (1982 and
'83) and Terry Pendleton
(1991).
Jones hit .319 with 110 RBIs,
116 runs, 25 steals and 126

Show Your
School Spirit

Continued from page seven.
what the guys said that day...
but she doesn't seem to think
it's that funny"
So, it's easy to see how laid
back Dorley is. And that is the
way he chooses to live his life.
He is the guy that everybody

walks, He finished third in
homers behind Mark McGwire
(65) and Sammy Sosa (63) and
third in walks; fourth in slugging percentage (.633). on-base
percentage (.441) and total
bases (359); seventh in runs;
and 10th in batting.
After June 15, he hit 30
homers and drove in 79 runs.
"Most people who watched
our team play know what a significant role he played in our
success, especially when the
season wore down and the pressure got great," Braves general

manager John Schuerholz said.
"He showed he was a leader
of this team and he had what it
takes to be recognized as the
MVP of the league."
Jones gained momentum
when he homered four times
Sept. 21-23 as Atlanta .swept
three games from the Mets,
who began the series just one
game back.
"Any time I read anything
over the last couple of months
pertaining to the MVP race,
they point directly back to that
Mets' series," Jones said.

hopes that the NFL will call
after this season.
"Rob and Doug certainly
have the size and the ability to
make it to the NFL," Falcon
coach Gary Blackney said.
"Whether or not it will happen I
don't know."
Sure, no one is saying that
Dorley will be a superstar.
However, the possibility exists.
1997 graduate linebacker
Kevin O'Neill made his mark as
a special teams standout with
the Detroit Lions last season,
but less than a handful of Bowling Green products are considered NFL material.
Hence Dorley's media attention.
"Well, it's something I try not
to think about," he says. "In the
beginning of the year, I let it get
to me and it affected my play.
So I decided that I just have to

play and see what happens."
Dorley and his teammates on
the offensive line were supposed to propel the Falcon
offense into the elite teams in
the Mid-American Conference.
However, they sputtered early
in the year and were never able
to get anything going.
In the last few games, they
have been back on track helping BG win its last two and giving quarterback Andy Sahm
time to throw and the running
back platoon holes to run
through.
But no matter what this season has thrown at Dorely, he
still knows that the key to winning is playing with intensity.
"That's what gets it done," he
says. "There's time to smile
after the game."
And he takes advantage of it.

They first met in 1996 in Orlando. The Knights won 27-19.
Central Florida also won last
year's meeting at Perry Stadi-

um 38-31. The two teams were
scheduled to meet in 1997 but
the Falcons dropped Central
Florida from the schedule.

DORLEY

PIE EATING CONTEST .V ^
TONIGHT 9PM & MIDNIGHT

AMATEUR CONTEST
NOV. 24TH 10PM

/

likes. The friend that you go to

$300 1ST PRIZE SI00 2ND PRIZE

GIRL-ON-GIRL SHOWS
FRIDAYS 6PM-9PM-12AM-2AM

COUPIES NIGHT

EVERY SATURDAY COUPLES GET IN FREE
& DON'T WAIT IN LINE!

COLLEGE NIGHT

School Jackets
& Sportswear

EVERY SUNDAY- SHOW YOUR I.D. AND
GET IN FREE!

Sweatsnns • T-ams • Hats • Bags
*nh these school togos:
•BGHS • BGSU • EASTW0CO
•EUHWOOO • OSTTCO
Nylon Sdxxa & wool varwy
Lay-away Mfebk
-Tackle Twi Lettenng-Embroidoy-

FOOTBALL PARTY
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL! FREE FOOD
WHILE WATCHING THE GAME!

f REE PASS
Reitrictions may apply. Exp. 12/2/99

when you need a laugh. His
deep voice and monstrous
physique clash with his baby
face. He is what teenage girls
>vould call 'a gentle giant.'
But, he would prefer to be
tailed simply 'a giant' on the
football field. Since Dorley
transferred to Bowling Green
from Southern Illinois in 1997,
|he has been the anchor of the
[offensive line that has collectively started 104 games. Along
'with
senior
tackle
Rob
Fehrman, he has realistic

FOOTBALL
Continued from page seven.

falcen House
Sporting Goods
"Youf Athletic A Sportswear
Headquarters in B.G.'
123 S. Main Downtown B.G.
Hours- Mon.-Fn. 10-B: Sat. 10-5:30
Phone 352-3610

Series vs. CFU
The Falcons are 0-2 lifetime
[against the Golden Knights.
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352-0717

Now Leasing for Fall 2000

All units Include:

BGSU Ice Arena
$7 Adult General Admission
$4 Children

• 2 bedrooms • Dish Washers
• 2 baths
• Garbage Disposals
• 3 and 4 person rates available
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

• FrazeeAve. Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
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NOW
Monsters
my pants
Pikachu is one cute mofo.
, Pikachu, for those not in the
now, is a wee little yellow blob
belonging to a species of creatures called Pokemon.
He
speaks in a series of pre and
post verbal grunts and shoots
lightning from his eyes.
Imported from a hugely successful Japanese cartoon (it's
the one that caused all the
seizures in Japanese school
children years ago), Pokemon
are "pocket monsters." These
"pocket monsters" live inside
tiny balls kept in the pockets of
children (Freudians quit your
panting). Once in awhile they
are unleashed to do battle with
one another.
The Pokemon universe has
become monstrously successful
in America. At last count they
are featured in a cartoon series,
video games, a blockbuster
movie, trading cards, action figures, keychains, lockets, models, sticker books and possibly a
line of Pokemon bongs (PokeBongs) this last one is unconfirmed however.
Suffice it to say it's the kind
of trend that drives parents
nuts. One group of parents has
filed a class action lawsuit
against the manufacturers of
Pokemon trading cards saying
that by knowingly selling the
little tykes the cards they are
encouraging future gambling
addictions. And another set of
parents has filed a $100 million
wrongful death lawsuit because
their child choked to death on a
toy Poke-ball. Yes, this is a
tragedy, but this is a lawsuit as
superfluous as diet soda in
Marlon Brando's fridge. Eight
million of these balls nave lieen
sold, one kid is unfortunately
killed. By that logic let's sue
the beef industry. I'm pretty
sure 8 million hamburgers
were eaten yesterday and one
guy was bound to have choked
to death. Nothing says compassion like a pointless lawsuit.
Of course there have been
some truly disturbing acts in
the name of Pokemon, one kid
. was stabbed to death for a
Pokemon toy and some groups
of kids have been busted for
running counterfeit Pokemon
toys out of their garage. These
are aberrations, however.
The real blame lies not with
the children who simply collect
the toys, though. It lies with
the parents who lack the backbone to tell the little demons
"NO." Kids collecting toys or
trading cards is nothing to be
alarmed by.
By their very
■ nature kids are collectors. And
they like collecting Pokemon
toys because their parents don't
' understand it. This is their
personal universe that they
control. It's no different from
. when we were younger and
■ hoarded G.I. Joes, Trans Formers, Battle Beasts, Barbie dolls
and Cabbage Patch Kids. The
trouble arises when parents let
the obsession go unchecked.
I remember when I was a
. wee bastard, I mean kid, I desperately wanted a hard to find
He-man figure named Fakor.
Fakor was a blue clone of Heman, except he was evil. He
looked like Burly Smurf. Since
my folks loved me they took me
to the local toy emporium
where I discovered all the
Fakors had been sold. Naturally I got p***ed off and begged
my parents to drag me across
town to find another store
where my Fakor could be
found. I started bawling and
was greeted with a stern "NO,
fou want it, you don't need it."
didn't understand it then, but
I do now.
Parents need to get a spine.
If a store doesn't have your little moppets oh-so desired PokeBall, then tough. Tell him "NO"
and move on with your life.
Give him a book instead. Don't
let the demon scream and wail
like Mariah Carey in a wind
tunnel, take him/her home and
tell them to play with what
they already have. Constantly
moddle-coddling the kid and
getting what he wants when he
wants it, doesn't exactly help.
Parents worry about their
kids being indoctrinated into
some kind of bizzar-o Pokemon
; cult, and they are being indoc- See Pokemon- page 10
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Ana Pereira and Tony Recznik
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966

NOW: Irene Sharon Scott
Thomas previews/reviews
"A Funny Thing Happend
On the Way to the Forum."

NOW: Counting Crows
and Croshy Stills Nash and
Young's newest album are
both reviewed.
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Piccaso on exhibit in Toledo
ensure only the finest of Picaso's work would tour
The collection contains some
Picasso, "Graphic Magician" of his most famous work, like
is now at The Toledo Museum the Bull series, Bacchanale and
of Art. The' exhibit runs Vollard Suite.
through January 16 and conThe exhibit explores Picastains over 120 prints from the so's four stages of print, etchover 700 collected by Norton ing,
lithography,
linoleum
Simon, a private collector.
printing and cubism.
The exhibit took more than
Picasso began drawing in
two years to organize and is on Spain when he was four. When
limited release from the Stan- he moved to Paris at 23 and
ford University
began doing prints, he was
Toledo is lucky to have such already a famed artist.
an exhibit. According to the
Each of Picasso's four stages
curator of the Picasso exhibit. of printing lasted around twenJulia Mellhy, prints like this ty years. His first stage, etching
rarely travel out of the Norton is a process which creates a
Simon Museum because they relief print on a metal plate
are so fragile. The prints are on with acid. His most famous
paper which ages easily. Some works at this time are part of
already show yellowing on the the Vollard Suite, named by the
edges.
Art collector who commissioned
Special care as been taken by the prints. A number of drawthe museum to ensure their ings from these series arc on
safety. Even the lighting was to display.
be kept to a minimum to prePicasso then began lithograserve the prints as long as pos- phy, created by crayon on stone.
like the "Italian Woman."
sible.
The exhibit showcases PicasPicasso worked on several
so's greatest prints. The selec- print series simultaneously
tion progress took over a year to until his death in 1973 as well
By CHASITY LESTER
The BG News

Photo provided
Picasso's "PICARDOR AND BULL" August 1930.

Photo provided
Picasso's "BLIND MINOTAR GUIDED BY MARIE-THERESE WITH PIGEON ON STARRY NIGHT''
December 1934- January 1935.
as pottery and most famously,
his paintings.

He was known as a perfectionist who spent days completing his work He was said to
drive the operators of his presses mad. erasing and redoing
prints over and over again
His prints represent this
more than any Other medium.
Printing plates change from
one form to another.
His work is constantly
changing as he incorporates
new techniques and symbolism
into his work. Each piece contains some referencing to other
famous works, the woman in
his life, or mythology.
He seems to have been driven by compulsion and torment. Works show women
transformed into whores, peo-

e'OOs

TOP 10 A
By Lisa Bettinger
The BG New*
Continuing this week is
the NOW section's show
case of the best and most
influential albums of the past
decade compiled by our staff
These selections are in no par
ticular. order, and will be
appearing periodically until the
end of year. This issue: Alanis
Morissette: Jagged Little Pill
It appeared that Alanis
Morissette was an angry
woman who just came out of
nowhere. Her American debut
Jagged Little Pill was a radical
departure from the Debbie Gibson style of music that made
her a star in her native Canada. If you really want to relive
those days, just watch some of
VHl's Before They Were Rock
Stars and you will get a new
appreciation for the Alanis we

Photo Provided
Morissette jamming out, in
concert.

know1 now.

Alanis would go from Srar
Seurch
loser to one of the
biggest stars in rock. She was
one of many artists who became
spokeswomen for all female
singers, at least in the eyes of
the press.
Alanis
Morrissette
has
crossed paths with many stars
in the music industry. She
would also be one of the first
artists to be signed to Madonna's Maverick label. Alanis has
also worked with the likes of
Flea and ex-Red Hot Chili Peppers guitarist Dave Navarro.
Current Foo Fighters drummer
Tyler Hawkins also served time
as her tour drummer and can
be seen in the videos for "You
Learn" and "You Oughta
Know".
Along with producer and
songwriter Glen Ballard, whom
Alanis has called her, "spiritual
brother", Morissette created
one of the decade's most unforgettable albums.
The album's first single,
"You Oughta Know" was anything but a sweet bubblegum
love song. It was a song of
enpowerment for women while
making men cringe uncomfortably all around the world. It
reflected the anger of a jilted
lover, leaving some to believe
that Alanis may be unable to let
go. This song is almost one of
the most biting on the album.
"You Oughta Know" was also a
censor's nightmare, with references to activities in a theater
and some other activities in the
bedroom.
Alanis would strike chart

ple tied in chains and annuals $5 dollars at the museum and
reduced down to simple lines on the show is free on Fridayevenings until 10 p.m.
paper
The show acts as Picasso's
diary. He uses his work to
speak for him, about his life
and his love
One of the most famous
works depicts his political
views, as Francisco Franco is
shown in riding on a horse
which transforms into a pig as
he stumbles (t\cr peopl*. bloodying them with the hooves and
stares laughing down at them
This is one of the best, nm-l
compelling
and
complete
exhibits of Picasso outside of
Paris and Barcelona. In no
other place can such works be
Photo provided
seen in their transitions from
Picasso's
"WOMAN
WITH
version to version.
HAIRNET" September 1956.
Tickets can be purchased for

success with songs like "Hand
in my Pocket", "Head Over
Feet", "You Learn" and "Ironic".
While on the surface these are
seen as just some good stuff for
the radio, there is actually
some depth and meaning in the
words.
"Head Over Feet" could
arguably be described as love
from the perspective of someone who has never really been
in love. It almost sounds like
she is blaming the man for
their whole relationship taking
shape in the first place, but it
also shows weakness that is not
shown in "You Oughta Know".
"You Learn" and "Ironic"
could be two of those life's little
lessons books. Of course there
was some question
over
whether Alanis had a real
understanding of ironic in the
first place. The many faces of
Alanis would be shown for the
video "You Learn". The video
would later spawn several tributes and parodies from a little
girl to MTVs Jimmy the Cab
Driver.
Many may argue that anger
and bitterness are the predominant themes on this CD and
that Alanis is just angry. This is
hard to swallow when songs
like "Not the Doctor" tell of the
limitations that one person can
take. This is most strongly
shown when the words, "I don't
want to be your idol. See this
pedestal is high and I'm afraid
of heights," roll of her tongue.
One of the best songs on the
album was never released as a
single. "Forgiven" is a deep
reflection about religion. It is

one of the most thought provoking songs on the entire CD. Alanis' questioning of religion and
it's values makes "You Oughta
Know" look like an innocent.
The industry was not going
to ignore this one. Alanis would
go on to add some Grammy
awards to her collection, which
includes a couple Juno Awards,
Canada's Grammies. Jagged
Little Pill would also go on to
become of the biggest selling
albums of 1995. Fans would
have to wait five years before
Alanis would release a new
record. Between that time she
recorded "Uninvited" for the
City of Angels soundtrack. Alanis is even playing God in
upcoming film Dogma. Not bad
for an artist that many thought
was just some really angry
chick who was mad at her

Albums
Featured
Public Enemy:
Fear of a Black Plane^
Nirvana:
Nevermind
PJ Harvey: MJ
7b Bring You M\ Love
Beck:
Odelay
Radiohead:
OK Computer
Pearl Jam:
Ten
Smashing Pumpkins:
Melon Collie And The
Infinite Sadness
REM:
Automatic For the People j
boyfriend.
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'A Funny thing...' fun for everyone
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
The
University theatre
department takes on another
musical, and this one is a comedy. "A Funny Thing Happened

on the Way to the Forum," a where there are three houses.
First is the house of Krrobook by Burt Shevelove and
Larry Gelbart, directed by nius. whose children were
Michael Ellision, is a hilarious stolen by pirates. In the middle
story of a Roman slave, Pseudo- is the house of Senax, an averlus, who persistently attempts age family of three with slaves.
The household
includes
to get his freedom by fixing up
his young master. Hero (Robert Senax (Christopher Norms I.
Getz), with the lady he has his Domino (Gretchen Offenburgl
heart set on, Philia (Jessica Joy and their son, Hero (Robert
Getz), the slave-in-chief HysKeniock).
"Playgoers. I bid you wel- terium (Ryan Jirousek) and of
come! The theater is a temple course the lovable Pseudolus
and we are here to worship the (Stephenson). Pseudolus domigods of tragedy and comedy." nants the stage and keeps the
were the opening remarks of audience interested in the plot
Pseudolus, played by Geoffrey with small talk to the viewers,
musical numbers and the his
Stephenson
This play is definitely a scheme to get the Hero and
must-see, worth both the Philia together, which ultimoney and time sitting in the mately fails.
Then there is the house of
threatre for over two hours.
The commitment and dedica- Lycus, better known as the who
tion of the production staff are brothe house. Beautiful ladies
clearly illustrated through sev- in seductive, revealing apparel
eral musical numbers; colorful, flock about this place, although
soft Romantic scenery, and sim- the most skin revealed are their
ple yet appropriate costumes legs and stomach The enticing
divas include Panacea (Autumn
worn by the actors.
Gcminae (Kari
Its time period is in 200 B.C, Edwards),
in Rome, during the spring. The Johnston and Amy Kleteckal,
action takes place on a .street Gymnasia (Melanie Rademak-

Pholo Provided

Rademaker and Stephenson
"tied up."
er), Vibrata (Teresa Smith) and
Tintinabula (Courtney Staples). Divas varied in personality and sexual appeal. One was

a tall brunette with a whip,
another pair were two slim
look-a likes and then there was
an Egyptian with braids and
beads in her hair. Their overseer was the elegant, moneythirsty Lycus, played by (Mary
Retort-George).
Overall the play is easy to
follow and keeps the audience
focused with nonstop laughter
either through overly-exaggerated motion, every-day stupidity, stereotypes or "schtick." The
play is a combination of Eddie
Murphy and Robin Williamsfunny.
Musical plays are often
underestimated at this University, perhaps because after a
while the singing becomes
annoying. In "Funny," musical
numbers were evenly spread
and occurred at the appropriate
time. The majority of the cast
had both vocal and acting abilities. Highlights of vocal talents
were Stephenson, Jirousek,
Kemock and Gretchen Offenburg. These characters did a
phenominal job keeping up
with the rhythm and music pro-

Mainstream styles out, experimental music In
By LIZ PECEK
The BG News
Experimental music is coming to town in the form of Trans
Am, The Champs and Jessica
Baliff.
All will perform at
Howard's on Thursday night.
The
term
experimental
music, in this case, refers to
Indie Rock. Indie Rock is basically when artists decide not to
go with the mainstream styles
of music. Instead, they experiment and mix different forms of
music.
Trans Am is an Indie Rock
band that began recording in
1992. They have since become
a national act and are touring
around the country.
Using instruments such as
guitars and low-tech synthesizers, the band structures its
songs by putting together many
different types of music, such
as
techno,
trance,
and
dub...taking these types of
music out of their usual context
and making a whole new

sound.
Comprised
of members
Philip Manley (keyboard mixer,
electric guitars and electric
keyboards!, Nathan Means
(electric keyboards and electric
bass guitar) and Sebastian
Thompson (drum programming, acoustic and electric
drums). Trans Am was heavily
influenced by Classic Rock
Radio. They have been compared to bands such as Tortoise
and Ui.
Trans Am's first three
recordings did not contain any
lyrics in the songs. The whole
idea behind the music is being
able to draw one's own conclusions about what it means. The
Voice (in Canada) said, "vocals
would be a hindrance: a human
voice would only seem awkward and unnatural against
the weird electronic wizardry."
However. Trans Am's latest
recording, Futureworld, features some vocals and guest
musicians. Futureworld presents
a
vision
of the

"[The Champs] are wickedly unorthodox,
wielding guitars like swords, collecting
harmonies, melodies and interesting
rhythmic juxtapositions, smooshing it all
into one of the most explosive guitar pieces
ever heard."
The Brash Report
Entertainment Magazine
future...while mixing elements
of the past. Carbon 14 stated,
"their music is a strange hybrid
of hi-tech electronic keyboards
and electronic drums mixed
with the 1970s, cheesy, classic
rock guitars."
The Baltimore Weekly said.
"ITrans Ami slams out tunes
like it's 1976 and 2029 at the
same time."
In the past. Trans Am has
written songs the night before
they were debuted, according to
The Baltimore Weekly. In a
Carbon 14 interview, the band
said that one of their shows

would be somewhat improvised
and added that this method
worked because "most of the
time we forget what we're supposed to play."
The Champs, an Indie
Rock/Metal band, will also be
playing at Howard's on Thursday night. They are currently
on a national tour with Trans
Am. Based in San Francisco,
The Champs formed in 1992
and features instrumental
selections. The band members
play guitar and drums.
The Brash Report stated,
"IThe Champs] are wickedly

unorthodox, wielding guitars
like swords, collecting harmonies, melodies and interesting rhythmic juxtapositions,
smooshing it all into one of the
most explosive guitar pieces
ever heard."
Jessica Baliff of Toledo will
be the opening act at the show.
Her style of music is mellow
and soft...almost like light
rock. She has a much lighter
sound than Trans Am or The
Champs. Her songs rely on guitars and vocals.
Baliff released her first
recording, Even in Silence in
1998 and will have another
recording, titled Hour of the
Trace, coming out soon.
Alternative Press called
Baliff's first recording. Even in
Silence, an "intimate bedroom
recording.'1
The concert, which is sponsored by WBGU, begins at
10:30 p.m. on Thursday night
at Howard's. The cost of admission is $5.

WANTED:

Bury it in your backyard for Y2K?
Six month certificate rate (APR):

5.35%
5.55%

NOW writers NOW is looking for writers that are interested in the
rap/R&B music genre to write CD reviews, columns and stories. If interested contact us at nowstafRBJournalist.com, stop
by the newsroom in 210 West Hall or call 372-6966 and ask for
Tony.

vided by the orchestra.
Interested playgoers can
catch the play tonight at 8 p.m.
at Eva Marie Saint Theater.
The play is featured from Nov.
16 to Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. and Nov.
21 at 2 p.m. Tickets can be
reserved by calling the box
office at 372-2719.

'A Funny Thing Happend
on the Way to the Forum'
Now says:: Go see the
play before tickets
are sold outl

•••

1 star: Just get drunk
2 stars: see It while
drunk
3 stars: definitely
worth a look... sober
4 stars: drop the bottle
and see it now!

POKE-MON
cult.

and they are being

indoctrinated into a cult of
sorts. It's the cult of American
commercialism.

They can't

avoid it, they can't help it and
it's not necessarily a bad thing
(in moderation of course).

It

gets to be a problem when parents allow the indoctrination to
override the child's life. Teach
them

there's

a

difference

between what they need and ■
what they want.

Sure it's

tough, but it can work. Let 'em
play with their toys, just don't
let it get to the point where
they have to knife another kid
on the school yard for a flippin'
Pokemon action figure.
Now if you'll excuse me I
have to go beat up a nine-year
old for a valuable Poke- Card.
Erik Pepple would prefer
kids watch Looney Ttines or
ScoobyDoo and can be reached
at erikp@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Rate (APR) for $25,000 or more:

Y2K-proof
certificate!

Glass Glty Federa
Credit Union
« w.Kla.'.M it yftu.com

Specials tor new money onlv!

Rales 'il'ii'. [ lo change without notice ledcial regulation* require a
dividend penally for early withdrawal Glass City Federal Credit I'nion
H federally insured by the National Credit I'nion Adnurustiauon.
Membership eligibility n required S2000 minimum
required for special rate K.ile good on monies brought
_NCUA
to GCFC'U from another financial institution. 10/18/99. '—*~

Or get a great rate... guaranteed!
K»«ulive Office: 1340 Arrowhead Dr. • Maumee, OH 43537 • (419) 887-1000 • 1-800-837-3595
433 Superior Street
Rossford. Ohio 43460
(4191666-5300

I ISSN Main Street
Boss ling Cirecn. Ohio 43402
(4191352 0787

1666 E Broadway
Toledo. Ohio 43605
(419)691-3595

22l4LaskcyKoad
Toledo. Ohio 43613
(419)475-8201

AFTERHOURS
!?.»'

omoms

SOV. 20TH 2:
L

■* '■

■
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Personals

as some sort of metaphor to
show that you care about your
woman, but it is really troubling to hear these words coming from Durnitz's mouth.
The second thing that really
irked me was the added stuff,
for lack of better description, at
the end of "St. Robinson in his
Cadillac Dream". I thought that
maybe I was getting a hidden
track or something. Instead I
got to hear the band goofing off
in the studio like they were
ground control calling Major
Tom. It was really annoying
and I shut off my CD player
right then and there.
Other than my two petty
grievances, the CD is very
solid, well done, and overall
1999-DGC! and excellent album. This is
Over this past summer I had one kind of Life that will be
the opportunity to see Counting very easy to live with and listen
Crows perform live at the Tole- to.
do Zoo. At that show they
■Lisa Bellinger
played a whole lot of material
off of This Desert Life, and I
was rather intrigued to hear
what this new album was going
to sound like.
Well I am intrigued no more.
This Desert Life, musically, is
no different than any other
Counting Crows CD. Fans
should be more than happy
with this offering.
The first single. ""Hanging
Around" sounds rather happy
compared to earlier ('rows
songs like "A Ixmg December".
This was definitely a highlight
of their Zoo show and sadly, it
sounded better that way too. It
is still a good song, but it has a
much better vibe when heard
live.
Lead singer Adam Durnitz
still has the same vocal intensity, which helps when pulling off
1999-Warner Brothers'
songs with dark and deep
lyrics. "Amy Hit the Atmosphere" is a shining example of
It has been a long time since
this.
"Four Days" holds the great- Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young
est potential for becoming the got together and recorded an
next single This one also scores album
Despite their strong success
brownie points for the creative
references to Ohio. It is fast over the years and their breathtaking performance together at
paced and well put together
There are two things that Woodstock in 1969. CSNY hasreally bothered me on this CD. n't recorded together since
One is "I Wish I Was a Girl". 1988's American Dream.
But in this year's Looking
This is the second that I have
heard in less than a year where Forward, the old harmony and
a man wishes that he were of strong musical backgrounds of
the female species. I realize these four musical gods can be
that you are probably using it heard as clear as when they
rowg

Counting
Crows: This
Desert Life

Crosby Stills
Nash and
Young: Looking Forward

Mw( your friends among (he Masters at (he Museum
on Friday nlqhtsl It's Friday, every Friday nlqhl from
6 -10 P.M. with live music, cash bar. free (ours, (healre,
and much morel Admission and parking are FREE!
November 19*

Tne Toledo Museum of Art
Open every Friday, 6

P.M.-10 P.M.

419 255 8000
Made pouAJr by BPHHi ThW Bank

* Swing and jive with the Hep Cats Revival (6 30-9 30)
* Original theatre presentation: The Story 6 . (7 & 8)
North Coast Theatre
* FREE tour: The Power of the Portrait (6:45)
* FREE tour: Urw of Toledo Ftxnography studio (7-9:30)
* Spanish Wine Tasting (7.00) (reservations by Nov. 12)
* Armchair Traveler Series (7:30)
Japan' Traditions, Temples, and Tea

were at Woodstock. The group,
who's members are all in their
50's, will also kick off their US
Campus Events
tour "CSNY2K" Jan. 24 in
CLUB COMPETITION CHEERLEADING
Detroit.
Clinic Nov 20, Sat 5-7pm
However, the album is not as
Nov 21, Sun 6 30-8 30pm
strong as others in the past
Tryouts: To Be Announced
Location:
Perry
Field House, on Turt
have been. So far, one of the
Various Jumps.
groups strongest and best sell- Skills: Mounting/Stunting.
Creativity
ing albums, compiled some of
Requirements Extensive
the foursome's best work,
workout schedule, w/m commuting
distance lor practice.
including "Suite: Judy Blue
2 nights a week, w/summer
Eyes," "Teach your children"
competition likely
and "Ohio." Looking forward is '18 members, male and lemale needed*
enjoyable but lacks that driving
Contact Brooke & 352-9365 or
Becky 8 353-6446
force some of their older music
had.
City Events
Each of the four has a strong
musical background and all Reggae with The Ark Band Easy Street
combine their singing and Sat., Nov 20, 353-0988
musical talents on the new htHe^uji^onvlhearijbana^^^^^^
album, for which they shared
Lost/Found
the song writing duties.
David Crosby, who first LOST-Gold Ring with sapphires Reward
Started with the 60's band The offered It found please call Colleen at
ByrdSi chimes in with strong .liH-girlil
guitar chords and his lingering
Travel
voice is very easily picked out.
Graham Nash plays acoustic
• 1 Spring Break Vacations!
guitar on some tracks but
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas. & Florida!
mainly blends his smooth voice
Now Hiring Campus Reps!
Best
Prices Guaranteed. Book Now & Rewith the other three. Stephen
ceive
Free
Meal Plans' 1-800-234-7007
Stills, who found success with
www endlesssummertours com
Buffalo Springfield, and Neil
NOWI GET THE BEST SPRING
Young, who continues work on —ACT
BREAK PRICESI SOUTH PADRE, CANhis strong solo career, are the CUN. JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULmost musically talented of the CO, FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS REPS
quartet. Stills plays several NEEDED TRAVEL FREE. EARN $$S
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+ 800-838instruments on some of the GROUP
B102WWW LEISURETOURS.COM
tracks and plays guitar with
SIZE DOES MATTER!
Young on almost all of the
BIGGEST BREAK PACKAGE
BEST PRICE FROM S29
songs Young's strong and very
WWW.SPRINGBREAKHO.COM
recognizable voice pierces the
1-800-224-GULF
silence in tracks like "SlowSpring Break '00
poke," which he wrote and
Cancun, Mazatlan, or
plays both guitar and harmoniJamaica from $399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel tree!
ca on.
Lowest
Prices Guaranteed!!!
The most vocal song on the
Info Call 1-800-446-8355
album is "Someday soon." It
www sunbreaks.com
was written bv Nash and
SPniNG BREAK BBS
sounds like the old CSNY. Their
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
impeccable voices all combine
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
with enough beauty and clarity
PLACE-! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
to, as the Boiling Stones say.
LARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
"make a grown man cry." Other
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGiF
songs like the self-titled "LookINCORPORATED
BIKINI CONTESTS,
ing Forward" and "Sanibel"
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
prove to the musical world that
POOLS, LAZY RIVER RIDE, WATER
CSNY can still make magic.
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
It is good to hear CSNY back
TUB, MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
in the swing of things again.
-Pete Stella

1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

X DELTA 88

acoustic, soulful songs driven
by melodic and lyrical landscapes with outstanding
electric guitar and bass

Funk

Fusion

Improv

■F

Juketox Soul

|

one of BG's rockirV
new bands

"SPRING BREAK 2000"
Free tops. Free Drinks. Free Meals!
Hottest Destinations. Lowest Rates
1800-426-7710-www sunsplashtours com

Live © Brewster's this weekend..
Thursday-Big Creak/Fri-Groovemaster
21 & over, only $1 cover

SBX ' 5BX ' 5BX
Services Offered

Personalized
Graduation Announcements
Available within 48 hours
Minimum purchase 25 pieces

9

Worried about pregnancy?
Free Pregnancy Tests
Contjdential and Caring.
^54^4673^G^e£naTCy^enter_

3537732
Brewster's Ladies Nile 9:00 - dose
$1.50 Amareito Sours/St 75 Long Is
Pounder Bottles for everyone
Bud. Bud LI -S2/Lite. Icehouse - $1.75
Free popcorn & peanuts. 3 pool tables.
dans, air hockey & free shutfleboard

Personals
ATTN Students
On Wed Nov 17th, and Thurs Nov 18th
the Wellness Connection
will be distributing Survival Kits
for the "Great Amencan Smokeour*.
They will be available both days from
10 00am-4 00pm.
The Wellness Connection is located
e 170 Hlth Ctr Any questions, please

Support group tor women with
anorexia and bulimia concerns
Commitment to confidentiality
Tuesday 7 p.m -8:30 p.m. at the
Women's Center in Hannah Hall
For more into call Student Hlth Services
Judy Miller 372-7425, Enca 353-0806

call 372-9355
Give lite Help infertile couple through
maternal surrogacy Any nationality
acceptable Excellent compensation

(800) 450-5343.
Pi Beta Phi Pi Beta Phi
Congratulations to our Sisters of the
Week-Jen Patsko & Stephanie Storey
Great Job with Give Week!!!
Pi Beta Phi Pi Beta Phi

Spice up

UAO has 4 Open Director Positions Get
involved in the Homecoming Publicity, or
Entertainment Committees or be an USG
Representative lor UAO Applications can
be picked up in 330 Student Union Due
Nov 23. 1999. ?scall 372-2486
Unlimited tanning until Christmas. $25
Great Christmas gift. 6 mo unlimited,
$79. Limited time. Campus Tanning, 3527889

TXOYTIPnOHNMAKie

a

H
A
We now have
A
B
the Greek
B
r
Alphabet!
r
A
A
E
S1.00 extra
E
Z
per line
Z
H
H
eiKAMNHOnPITY*X4/

voor Personal M
wftn a
£>FsM<iv Personal'.'.

Add a photo or
special artwork

Wanted

for as <ow

as $7 5 or $10.'.'.'

1 to 2 subleasers needed tor spring semester. Close to campus Brand new apt.
Call 353-5518

t>ea<Wne 2 days

December graduation tickets needed
Will pay generously
Call Ashley at 352-1197

prior fry ¥;00piw.
Stop in ft 10* Wett Hall
Call 371-6977
for wore information

NEEDED A SUBLEASER JAN THRU
MAY AT UNIV VILLAGE $2507MO
ELECTRIC ONLY INCLUDES OWN
ROOM. AC. 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
PLEASE CALL 352-2465

ITS BURSARAB/.£.'.'

Rmte needed Have your own bdrm. Call
353-7042, ask for Jason

•"

Dollar/
College ID
Night
Fridays

TOL€
O

Ore

7

fe^

We Are Like The Real World
Everyone Is Welcome
HI.ii k While -YellOM

(.HIM -Blue

l!o\ (.ill -(..IN -Straight

No Cover With College ID
$1 Domestic - $1 Well
www.bretz.com
2012 Adams St.
Toledo, OH

Well-lit, secured parking
410/243-1900

TIRED OF YOUR PARENTS?

IlmtnxLLt
Thanksgiving Eve
Wadnaaday 11/24
ROLANDO (underground resistance)
Lauren Flex, Parts, Jerry Abstract
JAY DENHAM (black nation)

Friday 11/26

Aaron Bennet. Fanon Flowers. Ellery Cowles. Archetype,
Brian Gillespie
DOC MARTIN (motor debut)

Saturday 11/27

Jules

tickets available O ticketmaster

roots reggae
Check out EasyStreet's weekly schedule every Wednesday in the
eo htews. Come up to EasyStreet and exf/enence the only bar in
town until live
entertainment 'rve days a week. 19 and up.
For more information check out website
www.Vr.Net/Easystreet

PAUL OAKENFOLD

Monday 11/29

Dave Ralph. DJ Melody
tickets available o ticketmaster

D^RmAYr^NAYCLAR%l?

Friday 12/3

FAMILY

Ewy Tuaaday

Time: space (live). Aril Bnkha, Reggie Dekes, Munk
Resident DIS: Derrick Plasialko, Echo
Jungle in the Big Room

The BG News
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Wanted
Roommate needed ASAP No rent until
January $150 deposit. Pool, own room
w/large closet. Call 2-4549, ask tor Joni
Subleaser needed. Spring 00 in big house
on E. Wooster. Call 353-3293

Wanted

Help Wanted

Subleaser wanted 2 bdrm apt 521 E
Merry «D11 Call at 352-4952
Wanted: 10 Graduation Tickets. Call
Rosie 8 265-6109 anytime.

Bartenders wanted, immediate openings
Day & night shifts Apply in person,
210 N Main. 352-3195.

Dancers wanted - Toledo's newesl club
Part-time and Full-time
No exp necessary, will train
419-476-6640
Dominic's Italian
Now Hiring
All Positions
Apply after 4pm
2121 S. Reynolds. Toledo

Customer Service
RECRUITER
Staffing firm leader of 47 yrs has CS opportunities in the Toledo, Cleveland 4 Columbus areas. We require a 4 yr. college
degree, customer service A PC skills. Duties include interviewing, applicant placement, data entry & servicing client accounts. We offer advancement A benefits
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022.

Human Resources
RECRUITER
Staffing firm leaders of 47 yrs has HR opportunities in the Toledo. Cleveland A Columbus areas We require a 4 yrs college
degree, customer service & PC skills. Duties include interviewing, applicant placement, data entry & servicing client accounts We offer advancement 4 benefits.
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022.

Subleaser needed! $237 50 a month!
Own bedroom-very close to campus'
Call Cory at 352-6019.

Help Wanted

Subleaser needed immediately Rent negotiable. Electric only. Includes own room
w/balcony Please call Christy e 3530183 before 11pm
2 Graduation Tickets Needed!

Will pay!
Call Mandy 354-7218
2 graduation tickets needed.
Will Pay
Call Brooke at 352-9394
2 subleasers needed for spring sem.
Own rooms & bath, $272 50/mo (ind. cable, gas A water) Shuttle service available. Call 353-8079

Win Holiday Gift Certificates
http://WinStuffHere.com
^0 ■■

coupor

'•?!

„,„„—■

IHHS^HUI
■ Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold
_ Coupon
I Expires

For Sale

Earn $12O0-$20OO this month part-time

Teacher
Special Education Teacher BA A
Special Education Certification Required
and 1 yr. experience Year-round position.
MONROE location Salary range
$33.400$49.400 Excellent benefits
Send resume to. Human Resources-66
Boysville of Michigan, 8759
Clinton-Macon Rd Clinton. Michigan
49236 Include copy ol certification and
transcripts With EOE.

Sofa $75. Vanity desk and chair $125,
bookcase $40, end table $30 Please call
354-0198

and a new computer. Will train.
Call 1-800-896-8727,
Full or part time positions available
in a new child care facility
352-2506
Looking lor part time help, Mon-Wed-Fri.
11-5, Local company. Competitive wages
Call Amber 354-2010
Want to Work For
Chicago's Best Companies?
The best entry level growth opportunities
(or college students and grads. Top paying full-time and temporary positions.
' Administrative
' Customer Service
• HR & Marketing Assistants
' Finance Professionals
Call now to wont during Winter break or to
get your career search started.!
ADVANCED PERSONNEL
888-A-CAREER
acareerOadvancedgroup.com

Sales
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Staffing (inn leader of 47 yrs. has entry
level outside sales opportunities. We seek
energetic sales reps wilh a 4 yr. college
degree & customer service or sales experience.
'Salary + commission
'Full benefits
'Car allowance
•Advancement opportunities
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022

r ij i:

I

I

to*
*

Serving You

_J

NEWS
Applications for Spring 2000
BG News Editor
are now being accepted.
application forms may be
picked up at 204 West Mall

Leasing for January

Itf^ That Time/...

^ The First Movie

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apis.,
215 E. Poe
Studios & huge I bdnns
Laundry on site
Rent starts at $250.
Call 353-5800

"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals,
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

HONDAS FROM $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 exl 4558

(FOR Tl It PRICE OK A ^1
MOVIE CIKXiSHLIVli
PROFESSIONAL STANDUI' _

Don't r. l'<\ ( a.

w

MEWTWO VS. MEW IS]
Nightly 7:00 9:00
Sat Sun Mat 2:00 4:00

Thurday Nov
7:30 prrv

_rS

The Iron Giant

I
I
I

|

FALL 2000 LEASING
Come sign up today!
UNITS GOING FAST!
Campbell Hill Apartments
•
•
•
•

2 and 3 bedrtxims
All have A/C
I'' baths
lull buemenu

i
|
I

5319 Heatherdowns at
Reynolds Rd.
Resv. 867-9041

a

■
|

Subleasers Needed
Spring Semester
$515/rpo. Winlhrop Terrace Apts.
2 bdrm 1 bath, 353-9322.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
CHECK OUT OUR FEW
REMAINING LOCATIONS
*************
516 S. MAIN 2 BR duplex. $400-1
Person/$435-2 People.
Income qualifications must
be met. Available now
until August 2000.
*************
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.
NO PETS ALLOWED!!

*************

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE
354-2260
319 E. Wooster, B.G.
Across street from
Taco Bell

• Earn a little cash

• Explore career experiences

COSI Toledo

We are looking for people in many fields of study, including education,
recreation, theater, social work, communication and more. Don't
miss this marvelous opportunity to work with a dynamic, fun, and
enthusiastic team. COSI Is now interviewing for these positions.

808,818 N Enterprise. 424.451 Frazee
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces

For more Information, please contact:

Mercer Manor Apartments

Deborah Craws, COSI Workshop focaarK Supervisor
[419]244.COSIextl33
^
[4.9]255.COSIFax
«?|

One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 bedroom/2 full baihs,
• A/C, Fireplaces. & Microwaves

E-rnoi a*ws@cosftoledojrg
TOledo

GO§H

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
GREENMIAR, INC.

I

Sublease 1 bedroom furnished
apartment Dec-April. $340.
lhomasmebgnetbgsu.edu
214 Napoleon Rd.

Looking for exciting, memorable, and educational flrenences
in the 1st through 6th grades? C0SI T«-'
Ca gin program
exciting roles for you to play this season. Here

Heinz Apartments

|

Houses, 1. 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454

Attention BGSU Stude

• Earn letters of recommendation

Units#48-72 with A/C and fireplace.

Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am - I pm)

Sieve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm-Listing at 532 Manville

• Enhance portfolios and resumes

(903, 907, 915. 921. 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bcdrtH)m/2balhs
• Furnished
• Close to Campus

Hours:

Houses A Apts. for 2000-20001
school year
1 to 4 person rentals avail.
12 mo. leases only

•Build Job Skills

Columbia Court Apartments

0>

2 BR APT.
S440/MO. . ELECTRIC
CLEAN AND CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 352-3825 FOR DETAILS

j

| $2 admission every Wed. |
w/college I.D.
■
Must be 18 to enter
■
■ Connxtionscomedyclub.comJ

NOW LEASING FOR 2000/2001
STOP BY FOR LISTING

R

1 2 3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$425
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

EXPIRES: 11/19

Management Inc.

Every Sat Midnight

This Week:
FELICIA
MICHAELS

2FOR1
ADMISSION VV/AD
■

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St for complete listing or call 353-5800
w»w.wcnet.org/-mccca

1 bdrm. apt. furnished
Garbage disposal, new refrigerator.
Big closets $330/mo 352-1798 or
ekateri@bgnet.bgsu.edu

■
SHOWTIMES
■
I WED & THURS 8 PM I
| FRI&SAT8PM& 10:301

Management Inc.
Willow Home Apis.,
830 Fourth St.
1 bdrm., gas heat, A/C,
Remodeled
Starting at S400
Call 353-5800

FREE MOVIE AFTER PARADE
8atNov20 11:00 a.m.
PG

FEATURING COMICS '
FROM HBO, SI IOWTIMF.I
'DAVID LETTERMAN" |
AND
"THE TONIGHT SI IOW'!-

28

Unioru - CcunpuyKoom'

*

"Houses and apartments. 2000-2001
school year. Listing available 24 hrs at
316 E Merry. «3 Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings. Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts. available.

Hillsdale Apts. Subleaser Needed. Move
in after Chnslmas, rent free until Feb. Call
354-4909.

For Sale

participation*...

/CfEfcCA

For Rent

Toledo, OH
Valet positions avail for holiday season in
Cleveland S Columbus. Call Gwen in
Cleveland at 216-523-1111 Call Chris in
Columbus at 1-888-469-7690 Parking
Solutions, Inc.

GevxeraL Body Meeting

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts..
1082 Kairview
Large studios.
9 1/2-12 mo. leases
Starts at S380- Call 353-5800

127 N. Main B.G. * 353-1361^^
www.greatestern.hollywood.com

P-T with F-T possibilities experience or
education preferred but will train; morning
hours and afternoon hours; weekends
and evenings off; send resume to: Stay
and Play 3120 S Byrne Rd

Homes from $19930 mo Repos. 4%
down. O.K. credit. For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 ext H584.

&lad<s Student U ntorvy

»Hazel Ihttitwa

Teachers

1988 Nissan Senna XE. Auto., no rust. 4
dr., sedan $1500 Call 354-8051

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, November 23,1999
Management Inc.

Hinng all shifts
Full & Part Time
Insurance benefits, commission
Apply 0 BP on Woosler

"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife1 Panma City. Daytona, South Beach, Florida
$129! spnngbreakliavel com 1-800-6786386.

BG

352-5166 J
203 N Main. BG

"

Help Wanted

Free Delivery*

■ 12/31/99

%*

Help Wanted

Help wanted
Hiring servers, apply in person.
Stop in anytime to fill out an application.
Chill's Bar & Grill - Airport Hwy ,
Exit 8 off 1-475. Call 866-8781

!-4 MEDIUM
■ ITWO ITEM PIZZA"

■'
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1 tOcavirv I ft
roi.do. Ohio 4560.
jl" »*•» iV It)
ItllJ 244.C0SJ
C»1»: 255.cost

